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AN INTRODUCTION
T-0 1'BI

PRINCIPLES OF MORALS AND LEGISLATION.

CHAPTER I.
OF THE PRrNCIPLE OF UTILITY.

I. NATURE has placed man.kind under the governance of two Hanti!ld
· masters, -pain
' and P=·
'·-· ure. I t 1s
· f or t hem a Ione to by
pnroed
sovereign
p&in and
point out what we ought to do, &11 well as to determine what we pleuure.
shall do. On the one hand the standard of right and wrong, on
the other the chain of ca uses and effects, are fastened to their
throne. They govern Ill! in all we do, in all we say, in all we
think: every effort we can make to throw off our subjection, will
serve but t-0 demonstrate and confirm it. In words a man may
pretend to abjure their empire: but in reality he will remain
subject to it all t he while. The principle of utility 1 recogniaee
1 Note by the Author, Jnly 1822.
To thi8 deno.Qlination baa of late been added, or subetituted, the greau,t
h«1'f1'"MM or gr~I /tl~i4y prinoiple: thia for shortness, iD.etcad of saying
at length IMl principle ,rbich states the greatest b.a.ppi.nees of all those
whoee int.ere.at i.e i.n question. a& being the right and proper, a.nd only right
and proper&11d Ullivonallydesi.rable,end of bum&llaetion: ofhunu1.11aetion
in every situation, &nd in particular in that of a. functionary or set of funotionariefi exuciaing the powera of Government. The wo.rd tAl,ilily doe,, not
so clearly point to the idO&B of pleaaure and poiR aa the worda han,imu and
/elici4y do: nor does it lead us to the ooll8ideration of the ""mbe,o, of the
intoreet& affected; to the number, ea being the ciroum.stanr.e, which contributes, in the largest proportion, to the formation of the at6Ddard hero in
question; the atGndald q/nghl a,ul wrot19, by which alone the propriety of
h1llilllII oonduot, in every situation, ca.n with propriety be tried. This want
of a auflloieatly IIWlifeat connexion between the ideas of iw:vppinu, a.nd
pu.t:>#We Oil the one hand, and the idea of uliliiy on the other, I have every
now and then found operatUlg, a.ndwith but too mnoh efficiency, as II b&r to
the aoceptAnce, that llli&ht otbenrue ban been given, to this principle.
UNTIWI:
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this subjection,and assumes it for the foundation of that system.
the object of which is to rear the fnbric of felicity by the hands
of reason and of law. Syst<!ms which attempt to question it,
deal in sounds instead of sense, in caprice instead of reason, in
d arkness instead of light.
But enough of metaphor and declamation : it is not by such
meang that moral science is to be improved.
II. The principle of utilit y is the foundation of the presen
work : it will be proper therefore at the out.9et to give an ex·
plicit a nd determinate account of what is meant by it. By the
Pr\nciptoor principle 1 of utility is meant t hat principle which approves or
ulthtJ,
disapproves of every action
. whatsoever, according to t he ten·
wbJ&<.
dency which it appears t-0 have to augment or diminish the
happiness of t he party whoae interest is in question: or, whati6
the same thing in other words, to promote or to oppose that
happiness. I say of every action what.soever; 1md therefore not
only of every action of a private individual, but of every measure
of government.
Utility
III. By utility is meant that property in a ny object, whereby
what.
it tends to produce benefit, advantage, pleasure, good, or happi·
ness, (all this in the present case comes to t he same thing) or
( what comes again to the same thing) to prevent the happening
of mischief, pain, evil, or unhappiness to the party whose interest
is considered : if that party be t he community in general, then
the happiness of the commwi.ity: if a particular individual, then
the happiness of that individual.

.....

A prtnUp.lc,

' The word pri.n,:iple is dcriv<?d from the !..&tin principium: which teem•
to be com pounded of the two words prim,u, fir•t.. or chief, aod eipium,
a termination which seelll8 to be derived from r.a,no, to take, as in mo..eipi"m, m1u,icipi1"n; to which are allAlogoua, a..up,,forcepB, and othera. Jt
is a term of, very vague a.nd very extenaive signific&tion : it is o.pplied to
aoy tb.ing which is conceived to eerve aa a foucda t.ion or beginning to any
series of operatiollll : in some C&8e8, of physioal. operations; but of mental
opuat.iona in the pr...ent caae.
Tbe principle here in que1tion may be taken for a.n aot of the mind; a
senUmeot; a sentiment ol r,pptobation; a eontim.eD.t which, when applied
to a.n action, approves of ite utility, as tbat quality ol it by 11hiob the
measure of e.pprobation or disapprobation ~towed u(lOn it onglit to be
goYffl!ed.
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IV. The interest of the community is one of the most generaJ lnt.....i ot
~he co-anuu· .
o:rpressions that can occur iu the phraseology of morals : no nity, ..bat..
wonder that the meaning of it is often lost . When it baa a.
meaning, it is t his. Th'"l community is a. fictitious body, composed of the individual persons who are considered ss conatit uting a. it were its members. The int~rest of the community
then is, whnt ~-the sum of the interesta of the several members
who compose it.
V. It is in vain to talk of the interest of the collllllunity,
without understanding whe.t is the interest of the individual 1•
A thing ie said t-0 promote the interest, or to be/or the interest,
of an individual, when it tends to a~d to the sum total of bill
pleasures : or, what comes to the same thi og, to diminish the
sum total of his pains.
VI. All action then may be said to be conformable to the ..i.o action
· · le of utili. ty, or, for ahort-ness aske, to uti.11ty,
. (mea.mng
. conlormablo
pnnc1p
wtb• prin.
h
h
.
l
)
h
h
d
.
c,pJoor uti.
wit respect to t e community at srge w en t e ten ency 1t 1111 , whi t.
has to augment the happiness of the community is greater than
any it has to dimi oiah it.
VII. A mes.sure of government (which is but a particulor .t. rneuureot
. per formed by o pa.rticu
. larpersonor persons) may government
lci nd of action,
Frormablo
be eaid to be conformable to or dictated by the principle of
utility, when in like manner the tendency which it has to aug- lily. what .
ment the happiness of the community is greater than any which
it baa t-0 diminish it.
VIII. When an action, or in particular a measure of govern· Iaw•or die. . Ie lit,,
tar.e.oruu.
ment , .18 supposedby a. man to b e con formabl e to t he princ1p
•hAi.
of utility, it me.y be convenient, for the purposes of discourse, t-0
imagine a kind of law or dictate, called a law or dictate of
utility : and to speak of the e.ction in question, as being con·
fonnable to such law or dictate.
IX. A ma.n may be said to be n pa.rtiza.n of t he principle of ! ~i mnor
. he annexes tootut11i1
the pMCIPle
. or d'1sapproba.t10n
utili ty, when t be approbstion
1,
· any actioo,orto anymeaaure,ia derermined bya.nd proportfoned •ho.

:J:"or~:

lntel'Ollt ia one of th08o wotds, which not baring &ny superior gmu,
oannot in t be ordinary way be defined.
B 2
1
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to the tendency which he conceives it to have to augment or to
diminish the happineas of the community : or in other words, to
ita conformity or unconformity t-0 the laws or diet.ates of utility.
~'X. Of an action the.tis conformable to the principle of utility
:,;/;.~t. one may always say either that it is one th&t ought to be done,
b':"fo~ or at least that it is not one that ought not to be done. One
undel"lfood. may say also, that it is right it should be done ; at le&et that it'
i.s not wrong it should be done : that it ie a right action; at
lcaat that it is not a wrong action. When thus interpreted, the
words QfJ,f/ht, and ,ight and wrOtllJ, and others of that stamp,
have a meaning : when otherwise, they have none.
'1't> "!"'•&be XI. Haa the rectitude of this principle been ever formally
rec.t.isudeol'
.
tbia pnnai, contested 1 It should seem that it had, by those who have not
~known what they have been meaning. ls it euaceptible of any
:f;,'}.'1Jll>05- direct proof 1 it should seem not : for that which is used to
prove every thing el&e, cannot itself be proved: a chain of proofs
mu.st have their commencement somewhere. To give such proof
is &s impoasible as it is needless.
IlhuaelXII. Not that there is or ever has been that human creature
dom,
how.
b
enr. 11101 reat bing, however stup1"d or perverse, wh o has not ou many,
perhaps on moat occasions of his life, deferred to it. By the
"""
natural constitution of the human frame, on most occasions of
their lives men in general embrace this principle, without think·
ing of it : if not for the ordering of their own action.e, yet for
the trying of their own actions, aa well as of those of other men.
There have been, at the same time, not many, perhaps, even of
the most intelligent,who h11.ve boon dispoaed to embrace it purely
and without reserve. There are even few who have not taken
some occasion or other to quarrel with it , either on &ecount of
their not understanding alw&y& bow to apply it, or on account of
some prejudice or other which they were afraid to examine into,
or could not be&r to part with. For snob ie the stlllf that man
is made of : in principle and in practice, in a right track and in
a wrong one, the rarest of aU human qualitiea ie conmteney.
11 ... ,:,eqr XIII. Whena man attempts to combat the principle of utility,
it is with reasons drawn, without hie being aware of it, from

=ii·

-·

:;n:,-;
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th.&t very principle iuelt 1. His arguments, if they prove any '

thing, prove not that the principle is wrong, but that, according
to the applications he supposes to be made of it , it is mullpplied.
Is it possible for 11, man to move the earth? Yea; but he must
first find out another earth to stand upon.
XIV. To disprove the propriety of it by argumenta is im· ~':'}: be
1 'The principJ., ol ut ilit y, (I have he&.rd its&id) is a dan~ero\t.S principle:
it ie dangerons on cortain occaeio1111 to coo.suit it.' Thia 18 as much as to
wy. what I thllt it is not coll.BODAnt to utility, t,o consult utility: in abort,
that it is n;;t consulting it, to consult it.
Addition by the Author, J uly 182 2.
Not Joni! after the publication of the Fragment on Govel'lll1lCDt. a.nno
1776,in.,.hJch,io. thocbarnctcrof a.n &U-comprehell.llivcand all-comme.nding
principle, tho principle of 1Llililywos brought toviow, one pcn;on by whom
oboorvation to tho above ef!ed 'W"8 made l\"U Aluander W~burn, a.t
tb&t timo Attorney or Solicitor General, afrennrde successively Chief Juatice of tbo Common Pleas, and Cba.nccllor of England, under the successive
tit!ell of Lord Loughborough and Earl of Roselyn. It WM made-not
indeed in my hearing, but in the bearing of a person by whom it w&s
almoet immediately communicated to me. So for horn being seU-contn.dictory, it was a ebrewd and perfectly true one. By that distinguished
funct.ionr.ry, t he state of the Govemment was thoroughly understood: by
the obscure individual, at that time not so much ae supposed to beso : bu
disctuisitions had not boon as yet applied, with any thing like a comprehent ive view, to the field of Constitutional I..&w, nor therefore to those leat\1?86
of the Englieh Government, by which the greale8t h&ppineS!I of the ruling
one with or without th&t of a fnoured few, are now so pla.inly seen to be
t ~• only encle to which tbecoune of it b.as ~t any timo he<,n direct«!. 1'bc
p,ifl.Cipleof ,ui!i!y waaan a ppeUative,at that t i.me em ployed- employed by
me, 118 l t had been by othera,to cbignate that •hich, in• more per,;picnou•
and inl!truct ive manner, may, 8.8 e.bove, be doaign.atcd by the name of t he
g,tllle.,t "'1ppi..ut f)'•nci'fk. ' Tbis principle (said Wedderburn) ilt a d11,11gerous ono. ' Saying ,o, he &&id tb&t which, to a certain extent, i., st.rictly
true : a principle, which Jay,, down, as the only ,ighJ and just ifiable end of
Govermoont, the grea\eet happine88 of the greatllst number-bow 08'1 it be
denied to be a daoiteroua 0110 ! dangerous it unque,itionably is, to every
govenunent which baa for its aaual eu.d or object, t.bc grea,teat happine,;e
of a cemin one, with or "'ithout the e.dd,tion of some comp&ratively smAll
number ol otheni, whom it ia matter of plca,;ure or &<?commodation to him
to admit, each of them, to a share in the concern, on t he footing of so
many junior partnera. D11nge<,,.,,. it thoreforc really was. to t.hc interoottbe eini!ter intcrea~ f all thoee funetionariea, bimsell included, wb066
intere•t i t _., to ma:<imu.e delAy, veution, o.nd expe118e, ill judicial and
other modes of procodnre, for the we of tbe profit, ext.ractible out of the
expense. In a Government which had for ite end in view the gxeateat
happineos of t-begrnateet number, Aleunder Wedderburn m.igbt have been
Attorney O<!ooral and then Cbaocellor: but be would not have been
Attoroey Geceral with £1 s,oco a year, car Chancellor, with a peerage with
a veto upon all justice, wit h £25,000 a~. and with 50011inocurea at h.ia
di8poaal, under the name of Ecclesiaet1cal Bene8cee, bMidea el C<lllenM.
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surmounting p068ible; but, from the cau11ca that have been mentioned, or
pl'Ojad,oee
· I view
· of 1t,
· a mao may happen t~
111a,
way f rom some confus cd or part!&

~!;-:.:?.."..i
aguat it,

be disposed not t-0 relish it. Wbere this is the case, if he thinks
the settling of his opinions on such a subject worth the trouble,
let him take the following steps, and at length, perhaps, he may
come to reconcile himself to it.
I. Let him settle with himself, whether he would wish to ·
discard this principle altogether; if so, let him cowider what it
is that all bis reasonings (in matters of politics cspeciaUy) can
amount to?
2. If he would, let him settle with himaelf, whether he would
judge and act without a.ny principle, or whet her there is any
other he would judge and ac t by ?
3. If there be, le t him examine and satisfy himBelf whether
the principle he thinka he haa found is really any separate in·
telligiblo principle ; or whether it be not a. mere principle in
words, a kind of phrase, wb.icb at bott-0m exptesses nei ther more
nor less than t-he mere avermcnt of his own unfounded senti·
ments ; that is, what in another person he might be apt io call
caprice ?
4. If he is inclined to think that his own approbation or dis·
approbation, annexed t-0 the idea. of an act, without any regard
t,o its consequences, is a. sufficient fowida.tion for him t-0 judge
and a.ct upon, let him ask hililSelf whether his sentilllent is to be
a standard of right and wrong, with respect to every other man,
or ,vhethcr every man's sentiment has the same privilege of
being a stands.rd t-0 itscln
5. In the first case, let him ask himself whether his principle
is not dospotical, and hostile to all the rest of human race 1
6. In the second case, whether it is not anarchia.l, a.nd whether
at this rate there are not as many different standards of right
and wrong as there are men ? and whether even to the same
man, these.me thing, which is right to-day, may not(without the
lesat change in its nature) be wrong to-morrow 1 and whether
the same thing is not right and wrong in the same place at the
same time l and in either e8llo, whether aUa.rgumant is not at

t.)
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an end? and whether, when two men have said, 'I like t his,'
and' l don't like it,' they can (upon sucb a principle) have any
thing more to say 1
7. If he should have said to him.self, No : for that the senti·
ment which he proposes as a standard must be grounded on
reflection, let him say on what particulars t he reflection ia to
tuxn 1 if on particulars ha.viog relation to the utility of the act,
then let him say whether t his is not deserting his own principle,
and borrowing assistance from that ,•ery one in opp06ition to
which he sets it up : or iI not on those particulars, on wh!lt
other particulars 1
8. If he should be for compounding the matter, and adopting
bis own principle in part, and t he principle of utility in part, let
bim say how far he will adopt it ?
9. When he has settled with himseli where he will stop, then
let him a.sk himself how he justifies to himself the ado1iting it so
ia.r 1 and why be will not adopt it any farther i
I O. Admitting any other principle than the principle of utility
to be a right principle, a principle tha.t it is right for a. man to
pursue ; admitting (what ia not t rue) the.t the word ri,ght can
have a meaning without reference to utility, let him say whether
there ia any such thing as a motive tha.t a man can have to
pursue the dictates of it: if there is, let him say what tha t
motive is, and how it is to be distinguished from those which
enforce tbc dictatR.s of utility : if not, then lastly let him say
what it is this ot her principle can be good for f
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external acts, or over their coneequences, nor consequently over
any pain or any pleasure that may be in the number of such
consequence.~. Now it is only on account of their tendency to
produce either pain or pleasure, tbat any acte can be material.
With acts, therefore, that rest purely in the understanding, we
have not here any concern: nor therefore with any object, if any
such there be, which, in the character of a motive, can have no
in1luence on any other acts than those.
Moti•oa to
Ill. The motives with which alone we have any concern, are
tho will
such as a.re of a nature to act upon the will. By a motive then,
in this sense of the word, is to be understood any thing whatsoever, which, by influencing the will of a sensitive being, i.~
supposed to serve as a means of determining him to al't, or
voluntarily t-0 forbear to act1, upon any occasion. Motives of
thia sort, in contradistinction to the former, may be styled prac·
heal motives, or motives applying to pra.ctice.
~f,:!~'•,. IV. Owing to the poverty and unsettled state of language,
ativue.:O the word motive is employed indiscriminately to denote two
ottbo word. .
.
,
.
kinds of ob1ects, wh1ch, for the better understanding of the subject, it is necesi!ary should be distinguished. On some occasions
it is employed to denote any of those really existing incidcnt.s
from whence the act in question is supposed to take its rise.
The sense it bears on these occasions may be styled its liters.I or
unfigurative sense. On other occa.sione it is employed to denote
a. certain fictitious entity. a passion, an affection of the mind, an
ideal being which upon the happening of any such incident is
considered as operating upon the mind, and prompting it to
take that course, towards which it is impelled by the influence
1 When the ofiect or tendency of " motive is to dotermine a man to forbear to act, it m&y aeem improper to mAko \l.80 of the term molire: eince
motive, properly epeal:.iog, mearu; tha t which diapoaee a.n object to move.
We most however W!e that improper term, or a term which, though proper
enough, ie scare<> in use, the word dtkrminalivt. By wo.y of juetific1>tioo, or
at leo..t apology.for t he popul&r u3&g& in thie beb&lf, it may be ob«ervod,
that even forbea.r&oce to act-, or the negation of motion (that is, of bodily
motion) suppose.e an act done. when •uch forbearance i.s volunt&ry. It sop,
poses, to wit,ao act of the "Will, which is 1111 much a positive act. 18 much a
mot ion, && ony other act of the thinking eub..taoce.
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of such incident. Motives of this class are Avnrice, lodolenre,
Benevolence, and so forth ; as we shall see more particularly
farther on. This latter may be styled the ji9111atii'e sense of
the term motive.
V. As to the real incidents ·to which the name of motive is Mo!i m in·
·
t,,ric,r and
aIso given,
t heae too are of two very different k'IDds . They ••~nor.
may he either, I. The interool perception of any individu11l lot
of ploosure or pain, the expectation of which is looked upon as
calculated to determine you to act in such or such a nianner; as
the pica.sure of acquiring such a sum of money, t he pain of
exerting yourself on such an occasion, and so fort,h : or, 2 . Any
external event, the hs.ppening whereof is regarded as ho\-ing a
tendency t-0 bring about the perception of such pleasure or such
pain; for instance, the coming up of o. lottery ticket, by which
the p06Session of the money devolves t-0 you ; or the breaku1g
out of a. fire in the houae you are in, which makes it neces!ary
for you to quit it. The former kind of motives ma.y be termed
interior, or internal : the latter e1..-terior, or external.
VI. Two other senses of the term motive need also to be dis- Mot:•• in
tinguisbed. llfotive refers necessarily to action. It is a pleasure,
pain, or other event, that prompts to act.ion. Mot ive then, in"''·
one sense of the word, must be previous to such event. But,
for a. man to be governed by any motive, he must in every
case look beyond that event which is ca.lied his action; he must
look to the consequences of it : and ib s only in this way that
the idea. of pleasure, of pain, or of any other event, can give
birth to it. He must look, therefore, in every case, to some
event posterior to the act in contemplation: an event which 11.'!
yet exists not, but ste.nds only in prospect. Now, as it ia in all
cn.ses difficult, and in most cases unnecessary, to distinguish
between objects so intimately connected, as the posterior possible object which is t hus looked forward to, and the present
existing objector event which tak~ place upon a man's looking
forward to the other, the)' are both of them spoken of under the
same appellation, motive. To distinguish them, the one first
mentioned may be termed a motive in pr()Spect, the other a

:-~a~·;;:;
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motive in esse: 110d under each of these denomin1tions will
come as well ert.crior as internal motives. A fire breaks out in
your neighbour's house : you 11.re uoder apprehension of ita e:x·
tending to your own: you are appreheosive, t hat if you stay in
it, you will be burnt: you accordingly run out of it. This then
is the act : the other.~ are all motives to it. The event of
the fire's breaking out in your neighbour's house is an external
motive, 11nd that in r.ise : the idea or belief of the probability of the fl.re's extending to your own house, that of your
being burnt if you continue, and the pain you feel at the
thought of such a catastrophe, are all so many internal even ta,
but still in esse : the event of the fl.re's actually extending to
your own house, and that of your being actually burnt by it,
external mo tives in prospect: the pain you would foe! at seeing
your house a burning, and the pain you would feel while you
yourself were burning, ioternal motives in prospect : which
events, a~ording as the matter turns out, may come to be in
esie: but then of course they will ce11,se to act as motives.
}lotires im,
VII. Of all these lllotives, which stand nearest t-0 the act, to
~~:~ ••d the production of which they all contribute, is that internal
motive in esse which consists in the expectation of the internal
motive in prospect : the pain or uneasiness you feel at the
thoughts of being burnt 1. All other motives are more or less
remote: the motives in proapect, in proportion as the period at
which they are expected to happen is more distant from the
period at which the act takes place, and coneequently later in
point of time: the motives in esse, in proportioo as they also
are more distant from that pt>riod, and consequently earlier in
point of time 2.
'Whet.her it be the expectatioo or being borot.. or the pain tbataceom·
p&oies that expectation, that i• the immediat,, interual motin> opolten of,
may bediffiou!t todet.ormine. It may even be questioned, perbape, whether
they a.re dist.inct enhtie.. Both queetiona, however, seem to be mere queetions of -..on.ls, and the solution of them altogether immaterial. EVllli the
o~hcr kinda of motivce, though for oome purP"""3 they domaod • aep&tato
consideration, are, however, so iJl.timately alliod, that it will often be Pearce
pr~ticable, &11d not always mstorial., to avoid eon!oWJdi.ng them, aa th0y
ba.ve alway• biehert-0 been confou.Dded.
' Under ~be tel'IQ eoe muet be inoludod u well ptJd ui.etenoo, with re-

·-·- ·-- .·· . ~. , ..... .., , .. .. ... . ...... . -·~
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VIII. It has already boon obucrved, that with motives ohtoum 10
. t cs a Itogether -mthe understandi ng, ,Litod,ng.
l beundorwh.ich t be infl ucnce terll!lna
we have noth.ing here to do. If then, amongst objects that are ::,o:; }~niispoken of as motives with reference to the understanding, there :'uf. the
be any which concern us here, it is only in as far as such objects
may, through the medium of the understanding, exercise an
influence over the will. It is in this way, and in this wa.y only,
that any objects, iu viriue of any tendency they may have to
influence the sentiment of belief, may in a practical sense act in
the character of motives. Any objc-cts, by tending to induce a
belief c-0ncerningthc cmtence, actual, or probable, of a practical
motive ; that is, concerning the probability of a motive in pros·
pect, or the existence of a motive in este; lll8f exercise an
influence on the will, and rank with those other moti\'es that
have been placed under the name of practical. The pointing
out of motives such as these, is what we frequently mean when
we talk of givjng reascnis. Your neighbour's house is on fire as
before. I observe to you, that at !,be lower part of your neighbour's house is some wood-work, which joins on to yours; that
the flames have caught this wood· work, and so forth; which I do
in order t-0 dispose you to believe as I believe, that if you stay
in your house much longer you will be burnt. In tloing this,
then, I suggest mo tives to your understanding; which motives,
by the tendency they have to give birth to or strengthen a pain,
which operates upon you in the chatacter of an internal motive
in e.sse, join their force, aud act as motives upon the wiU.

§ z. No motives either con,1tantly good or constantly bad.
IX. fn all this ch.sin of motives, the principal or original link Nouuns CM)
.
•
.
• .
. :..et orIU.'CJt
Beems to be the last Ulternal motive m prospect: it JS to thisaumoliro
fcrence to a given period, a., p,utnt, They &re equally-~ in oompariaon
IViUl what ii &8 yet but future. Language is lllJlteriaUy dc6ciegt, in oot
cnol,J.ing u., to diat.ingoisb with precisiou bet ,.een t:ci&unc,e a.,s opposed to
ur.realiJy and ruent uiii~oo aa oppoeed to p.. t. Tho word o:ustencc
in ~liah, and U6e, adopted by lawyers from tb.e Latin, have the incon·
venience of appea.ring to confine the existence in que11tioo to eome single
period C·Oll5idezed u being preaent.
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t hat all the other motives in prospectowe t heir mnterialitv : and
i~~'\':,"ure the immediately acting motive its existence. This motive io
prospect, we aee, is always eome pleasure, or some pain; some
plr.&aure, which the act in question is expected to be a means of
continuing or producing: some pain which it is expected to be
a means of discontinuing or preventing. A motive ia suhst.aotially noth ing more than pleasure or pain, operating in a certain
manner.
No sort or
X. Now, pleasure is in it.self a. good: nay, even setting aside
l:i'r'! immunity from pa.in, tho only good : pain is in itself an evil ;
one.
and, indeed, without exception, the only evil; or else the words
good and evil have no meaning. And t his is alike true of every
sort of paio, and of every sort of pleasure. It follows, there·
fore, immediately ami inconieatibly, that t.Jie1e is no suck thing
hutthe idou

~.:i"

lnaccnl'llc,

of e1pJ'C8·

as any sort of motive th.al is in 1tselj a bad one 1.
XI. It is commou, however, to speak of actionB as proceeding

fro111good or bad motives: in which case the motives meant are
such as are internal. The expression is far from being a.n
Of' &Gd""'
appli•.d to
accurate one ; and as it is apt to occur in tho consideratioo of
motiYCt.
almost every kind of offence, it will he requisite to settle the
precise meaning of it, and observe how far it quadratca with the
truth of things.
An1_«1rtof
XI I. With respect t-0 goodness and badness, as it is with
"'"'""
m,y
. 11ot 1t.se
. lf cit
. ber pam
. or pIeasure, so 1s. 1t.
, ;,, b•rtb 10 cverythiug elsetha.t 1s
any 80rtof wit
· h motives.
·
1'1 t hey nre good or bad, ·t1 ·1s oo1y on account of
.,~
their effects: good, on account of their tendency to produce
pleasure, or avert pain : bad, on accou nt of their tendency t-0
produce po.in, or avert pleasure. Now t he case is, that from one
and the same motive, a od from every kiud of motive, may proceed actions that are good, others thot are bad, and others that
910 f\lil i!.I

which gl?O!I

1
Let a man·~ motive be ill-will; call it even moUcc, envy, cruelty; itis
, till ~ kind of plcAsure that iij his motive : the pleasure he !Akes at tho
tbougbtol the paiownicb be soo,, orcxpect. t.o see, his ad ven<ary undergo.
Now even tb.i• wretched plea.sure, t,akcn by iu.clf, i• good: it way be faint;
it mc.y bo short : it must at any rate be i mpure : yet while it laats, a.nd
before any b&d consequence• arrive, i t is as goocl a:, any other tbet is not

·more iot.ense. Sec ch. iv. [Value}
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are indifferent. This we shall proceed to shew with respect to
all the different kinds of motives, as determined by th e various
kinds of pleasures sud pains.
XIII. Such an analysis, useful as it is, will be found to be a Dil!lcultiee
. .
wh,tb At.and
matter of no ama II difficuIty; owing, ID great measure, to a cer- ,nu,. "'o.Y
· pervers1tyo
·
f structure wh"1cb prev&1·1s more or Iess through- or
.. "'"'·
tam
1Y11sor
tbi,
out all Languages. To speak of motives, as of anythiug else, •or~
one must ca.11 them by their names. But the misfortune is, t hat
it ie rare to meet with a motive of which t he us.me expresses
t hat and nothing more. Commonly along with t he very name
of the motive, ia tacitly involved a proposition imputing to it
a certain quality; a quality which, in many cases, will appear to
include that very goodness or badness, concerning which we are
here inquiring whether, properly speaking, it be or be not imputable to moti ves. To use the cowmon phrase. in most casoo,
the name of the motive is a word which is em ployed either only
in a good-sense, or else only in a bad sense. Now, when a word
is spoken of as being used in a good sense, all that iq necessarily
me.ant is this: that in conjunction with the idea of the object it
is put to signify, it conveys an idea of approbation: that is, of
a pleasure or sat isfaction, entertained by the person who employs
the term at the thoughts of such object. In like manner, when
a word is spoken of as being used in a bad sense, 11,ll that
is necessarily meant is this : t hat, in conjunction with the
idea of the object it is put to signify, it conveys an idea
of di.sapprobalion : that is, of a displr.e.sure entertained by
the person who employs the term at the thoughts of such
obje<:t. No,v, I.he circll.lDBtance on which such approbation
is grounded will, as naturally as any other, be the opinion of
the goodne3s of the object in question, as above explained:
such, at least, it must be, upon the principle of utility: so,
on the other hand, the circumstance on which any such disapproba tion is grounded, will, as naturally as any other, be
the opinion of t he badn.es8 of the object: such, at least, it
must be, in as f&r as the principle of utility is taken for the
standard.
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Now there are certain motivea which, unle.ss in a few particular cases, have scarcely any other name to be expressed
by bu t such a word as is used only in a good sense. This is
the case, for example, with the motivea of piety and honour.
The conseriuence of tbia is, that if, in speaking of aucb a motivo,
a man should have occasion to apply the epithet bad to any
actiollB which he mentions as apt to result from it, he must
appear to be guilty of a contradiction in terms. But the
names of motives which have sc.arcely any other name to
be expressed by, but such a word ae is ueed only in a bad
sense, a.re many more 1. This is the case, for example, with the
motives of lust and avarice. And aeGordi!!g)y, ii in speaking
of any such motive, a man should have oce&iion to apply the
epithets good or indifferent to any actions which he mentions as
a.pt to reault from it, be must here also appenr to be guilty of
a similar contradiction 2,
This perverse association of ideas caonot, it ia evident, but
throw great difficulties in tJie way of the inquiry now before us.
Confining himself to the language most in use, a man can scarce
11 void ru11ning,in a.ppearance, into perpetual contradictions. His
p10position5 will appear, 011 the one hand, repugnant to trut h ;
and on tho other hand, a.dv~rse to utility. A.s para.do:res, they
will e:i:cite contempt ; as mischievous paro.doxea, indignation.
For the truths be labours to convey, however important, and
however salutary, his reader is never the better : and be himself
is much the worse. To obviate this inconvenience, completely,
he bas but this one unplea:iant remedy; to lay a.side the old
phraseology and invent a new one. Happy the man whose
' For tho rr:Mon, see chap. xi. [Diep0aitio1111), po.r. n i.i. note.
' To thisiruperlection of l&ngusge,a.ncl notliiag moro, are to lx,.sttributed,
i.o gt"Cat measure, tho violent clt.r:noU,."8 that have from time to time been
raisecl sgwt those ingenlolll! moralists, who, tnvclling out of the beaten
tract of apecu.lat-ion, have fonnd moro or le•s difficulty i.o diaontaogiing
tbe!))Stl!vc.. from I-he sha<:k.le«of ordinary language.: •ucb as Rochefoucault,
Mandevillo sncl Helveti us. To tbe unsouudJ>eee of their opinioni,, and,
with still greoter i.Qjll!!tice, to the corruption of their heart&, was often imputed. what 1"a8 moot commonly owing either to 8 w&ot of skill, in matters
ol laugut.ge on t-h• }'6rtol the 1.ot.bor, or t. want of dillccmro~ot-, po81libly
no,r and then ill some i.nat.ancu & want of probity, on ~he plrlof the commenl6tor.
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language is ductile enough to permit him this resource. To
palliate the inconvenience, where that method of obviating it is
impracticable, he has nothing left for it but to enter into & long
discusaioo, to state the whole matter e.t large, to confess, that
for the sake of promoting the purposes, be baa violated the
established laws of language, &nd to throw himself upon the
mercy of his readers 1.

§ 3. Catal-Ogue of motives co11espvnding to that of Pleasures

and Pains.
XIV. From t,he pleasures of the senses, considered in the Ph11Jcal d•·
·
h'1ch , ·ma neutraI sense., may b e tr-rmed""ocorregtoss, results t he motivew
0J')011du,g oo
·
Id
·
·
b
d
·
·
d
Ii
·.
N
pl..swe,
phys1ca eS1Ie : Ill a a sense, 1t 1s terme sensua ty.
a.me seu,c m or
used in a good se.llBe it has none. Of this, nothing can be deter· h'tne...t.
mined, till it be considered separately, with reference to the
.several species of pleasures to which it corresponds.
XV. In particular, then, to the pleasures of the taste or palat~ Tbo nwti••
corresponds a motive, which in a neutral sense having received r.,>;:~~d. .
pleuu,,...sor
no name that can serve to express it m all cases, can only be ,be J>&l&te.
termed,bycircumlocution, the love of t he pleasures of the palate.
In particular cases it is styled hunger: in others, thirst 2. The
love of good cheer expresses this motive, butseelIIS to go beyond:
1 Happily, language is not always so iotrocu.ble, but that by making use
of twoworde instead of one, a man may avoid the inconvenience of f&bri·
eating word.a tbat a.re a bsolutely new. Thus ioste&d of the word lust., by
putting together two words in common ute, he may !r4me !ho neutr&I expression, etltllAI defliro : in.stead of tJ10 word avarice, by putting togethez
t wo ot.ber words also in common use, be may frame the neutral expression,
pecuniary interut. Tbi.8, sccordingly, is the course which I have taken.
In the9e in9tancco, indeed, e,ren the combination ii, not novel : the only
novel.ty there ia coDBiata in the ewady adherence to the one neutral ex·
prcss,on, rejecting all<lgcther the lerlll8, oi which tboimport is inJccted by
Mhent.itiouts and W>"uitable ideo.,.
L, tho catalogue of 111otiveo, Com>ftponding I<> tl,e oevtr&I sorta of po,ina
and pleaauroe, I ba.ve inserted auch as have o,:curred to me. I cannot
pretend to warrant it complete. To make auro of rendering ltso, tho ollly
way would be, to turn ovor the dictionuy fro!Xl btginning to end : an operation which, in a 'f'iow to ~rfeetioo, wou.ld be necessary for mo.re {lutpooeB
than this. See 1l. I. tit. [Delamation], and .~ppend. bt (Compos1t.ion).
' llunger a.nd thins!, cowiidored in the light o! motive,,, import 11ot •o
much the desire o! • part.icuJo.r kind of pleasure, as the de.ire of removing
"potitive kind of pain. They do n ot e1tend to the desire of tb&t kind o/
pleaeun, which dop1111da on tbe choice of foode wd liquara.
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PRI NC IPLES OF LEGISLATION.

CHAPTER I.
The Principle of Utility.

J

T nE pi;nuc GOOD ought to be the object of the legislator; GEXERAL
UTILITY ought to be the foundation of his reasonings. To know
the true good of the community is what constitutes the science of
legislation ; the art consists in finding the means to realize that
good.
The principle of utility, vaguely announced, is seldom contradieted; itis e,en looked upon.as a sort of common-place in politics
and morals. Dut this almost uni,ersal assent is only apparent.
The same ideas are not attachC'd to this principle; the same value
is not given to it; no uniform and logical mannlil' of reasoning
results from it.
To give it all tho efficacy which it ought to have, that is, to
make it the foundation of a system of reasonings, three conditions
are necessary.
First,-To attach clear and precise idt:?as to the word 1ttiti:ty,
exactly the same with all who employ it.
Sccond,-To establish the unity and the sovereignty of this
principle, by rigorously excluding every other. I t is nothing to
subscribe to it in general ; it must be admitted without any
exception.
Third,-To find the processes of a moral arithmetic by which
uniform results may be arrived at.
D
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The causes of dissent from the doctrine of utility may all be
referred to two false principles, which exercise an influence, sometimes open and sometimes secret, upon the judgments of men.
If these can be pointed out and excluded, the true p1iuciple "'ill
remain in purity and strength.
These three principles are like three roads which often cross
each other, but of which only one lcacls to the wished-for destination. The tra"'cllcr turns often from one into another, ancl lo~cs
in these wanderings more than half his time and strength. The
true route is however the easiest; it has mile-stones whieh cannot
be shifted, it has inscriptions, in a uuin·rnal l:mgungc, which can•
not be effaced; while the two false routes have only contradictory directions in enigmatical characters. But without abusing
the language of allegory, let us seek to give a clear idea of the
true principle, anti of its two ad \·crsaries.
N aturc has pl need man under the empire of pleasure and of
pain. ,ve o'l\·e to them all our ideas; we refer to them all our
judgments, and all the determinations of our life. He who pretends to withdraw himself from this subjection kno"'s not what he
says. His only object is to seek pleasure and to shun pain, even
at the very instant that he rejects the greatest pleasures or
embraces pains the most acute. These eternal and irresistible
sentiments ought to be the great study of the moralist and the
legislator. The prz'.nciple of utility subjects everything to these
two motives.
Utilt't!J is an abstract tc1·m. I t expresses the pt·operty or tendency of a thing to prcYcnt some evil or to procure some good.
Evil is pain, or the cause of pain. Good is pleasure, or the cause
of pleasure. '!'hat which is conformable to the utility, or the
interest of an indi,;dual, is what t:cnds to augment the total sum
of his happiness. Tho.~ which is conformable to the utility, or the
interest of a community, is what tends to augment tho total sum
of tho happiness of the indiYiduals that compose it.
A principle is a first idea, which is made the beginning or
basis of a system of reasonings. To illustrate it by a sensible
image, it is a fixed point to which the first link of a chain is
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attached. Such a principle must be clearly evident ;-to illustmte
and to explain it must secure its acknowledgment. Such arc the
axioms of mathematics; they arc not proved directly; it is enough
to show that they cannot be rejected without falling into
absurdity.
'l'he logic of utility consists in setting out, in all the operations
of the judgment, from the calculation or comparison of pains and
pleasures, and in not allowing tho interference of any other idea.
I am a partisan of the princtjJle of utility when I measure my
approbation or disapprobation of a public or private act by its
tendency to produce pleasure or pain; when I employ the words
j1ist, 1t11just, moral, immoral, good, ha<l, simply as collcctfre terms
including the ideas of certain pains or plea,mres ; it being always
understood that I use the words pai1i imd JJleasure in their ordinary signification, without inventing any arbitrary definition for
the sake of excluding certain plcasmcs or denying the existence
of certain pains. In this matter we want no refinement, no
metaphysics. It is not necessary to consult Plato, nor Aristotle.
Pai1t and pleasure are '" hat everybody feels to be such-the peasant and the prince, the unlearned as well as the philosopher.
He who adopts t.he principle of titility, esteems virtue to be a
good only on account of the pleasures -which result from it; he
regards vice as an evil only because of the pains which it produces. Moml good is good only by its tende.ncy to produce physical good. Moral evil is evil only by its tendency to produce
physical evil ; but when I Go.y pliyaioal, I mean the pains and
pleasures of the soul as well as the pains and pleasures of sense.
I have in view man, such as he is, in his actual constitution.
If the partisan of the principle of utility finds in the common
list of virtues an action from which there results more pain than
pleasure, he does not hesitate to regard that pretended Yirtue as
a vice ; he will not suffer himself to be imposed upon by the
general error; he will not lightly believe in the policy of employing false virtues to maintain the true.
If he finds in the common list of offences some indifferent
action, some innocent pleasure, he will not hesitate to transport
]I
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this pretended offence into the class of lawful actions ; he will
pity the pretended criminals, and will reserve his indignation for
their persecutors.

CHAPTER II.
The Ascetic Principle.*
Tms principle is exactly the rival, the antagonist of that which
we have just been examining. Those who follow it ha,c a ho1Tor
of pleasures. Everything which gratiffoi:i the l<Pnl<Ci<, in thPir
view, is odious and criminal. They found morality upon privations, and virtue upon the renouncement of one's self. In one
word, the reverse of the partisans of utility, they approve everything which tcuds to dimi nish enjoyment, they blame everything
which tends to nugment it,
This p1inciple has been more or less followed by two classes of
men, who in other respects have scarce any resemblance, and who
even affect a mutual contempt. The one class are philosophers,
the other, devotees. 'l'he ascetic philosophers, animated by the
hope of applause, ha,e flattered themselves with the idea of seeming to rise abo, e humanity, by despising vulgar pleasures. They
expect to be paid in reputation and in glory, for all the sacrifices
which they seem to make to tho severity of their maxims. The
ascetic devotees are foolish people, tormented by vain terrors.
Man, in their eyes, is but 11. dPgPTIP.rate being, who ought to punish
himself without ceasing for the crime of being born, and never to
turn off his thoughts from that gulf of eternal misery which is
ready to open beneath his feet. Still, the martyrs to these absurd
opinions have, like all others, a fund of hope. Independent of
the worldly pleasures attached to the reputation of sanctity, these
atrabilious pictists flatter thcmselv~;: that ovm-y ini,fant. of voluntary pain here below will procure them an age of happiness in
• Ascetic, by its etymology, signifies ime wh,o ezercises. It was ap·
plied to tho monka, to indicate their favourite practices of devotion and
~nitence.
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another life. Thus, even the ascetic principle reposes upon some
false idea of utility. It acquired its ·ascendancy only through
mistake.~
The devotees have cru:ried the ascetic principle much further
than the philosophers. The philosophical party has confined
itself to censuring pleasures; the religious sects have turned the
infliction of pain into a duty. The stoics said that pr.in was not
an evil; the Jansenists maintained that. it was actually a good.
The philosophical party never rcprovl.'d pleasures in tho mass, but
only those which it called gross and sensual, while it exalted t.he
pleasures of sentiment and the understanding. It was rather a
1ireference for the one class, than a total exclusion of tho other.
Always despised or iliSJ>araged under its true name, pleasme
was received and applauded ,~·hen it took the titles of lionour,
9lory, reputation, decoriwi, or se~f-estecm.
Kot to be accused of exaggerating tho absurdity of tho ascetics,
I shall mention the least unreasonable origin which can be assigned
to their system.
' It was early perceived that the attraction of plcnsure might
seduce into pernicious acts ; that is, acts of which tho good was
not cquivnlcnt to the evil. To forbid these pleasures, in consideration of their bad effects, is the object of solmd morals 3.Ild
good laws. But the ascetics have made a mistake, for they ha':'-,
attackE:d pleasure itself; they have condemned it in general;
they have made it the object of a universal prohibition, tho sign
of a reprobate nature; and it is only gut of regard for hnman
weakness that they have had the indulgence to grant some pru.iicular exemptjons.
• :'his mistake consists in representing the Deity in words, as a. being
of infinite benevolence, yet ascribing to him prohibitions and threats
which are the attributes of au implacable being, who uses his power only
to satisfy his malevolence.
We might ask these ascetic theologians what life is good for, if not for
the pleasures it proouree us ?--and what pledge we have for the goodness of God in another life, if he has forbidden the enjoyment of this ?
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CHAPTER III.
8.ECTIOX I.
Tl1e Arbifrary Principle ; or tluJ Principle of Sympathy and
Antipathy.
Tms principle consists in appronng or blaming by sentiment,
withouL giving any other reason for the decision except tho decision itself. I love, I hate; such is the pi,ot on which this principle turns. An action is judgccl to be good or bad, not because
it is conformable, or the contrary, to the interest of thoso whom
it affects, but because it pk4'1ses or displeases him who judges.
He pronounces sovereignly; he admit.q no appeal; he docs not
think himself obliged to justify his opinion by any considerotion
relative to tho good of society. "It is my interior persuasion;
it is my intimate conviction; 1 feel it; sentiment consults nobody; the worse for him who docs not agree with me--ho is not
a man, he is a monster in human shape." Such is tho despotic
tone of these decisions.
nut, it may be askecl, are there men so unreasonable as to dictate their particular sentiments as laws, and to arrogate to themselves the privilege of infallibility? What you call tbc principle
of sympathy and antipathy is not a principle of reasoning; it is
rather the negation, the annihilation of all principle. .A. true
anarchy of ideas results from it; since every man having an
cqunl right to give Jiis sentiments as a universal rule, there will
no longer be any common measure, no ultimate tribunal to which
we can appeal.
·
Without doubt the absurdity of this principle is sufficiently
manifest. No man, therefore, is bold enough to sa.y openly, "I
wish you to think as I do, without giving me the trouble to
reason with you." Every one would revolt against a preterniion
so absurd. ' Therefore, recourse is hnd to diverse inventions of
disguise. Despotism is veiled under some ingenious phrase. Of
this the greater part of philosophical systems are a proof.
One man tells you that be has in himself something which has
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been given him to teach what is good and what is evil; and this
he calls either his co118cience or his moral ,9ense. Then, working
at his ease, he decides such a thing to be good, such another to
be b9.d. 'Why? Because my moral sense tells mo so ; because
my conscience approves or disapproves it.
Another comes and the phrase changes. It is no longer the
moral sense,-it is common 88/lse which tells him what is good and
vthat is bad. This common sense is a sense, he says, which belongs to everybody ; but then he takes good care in speaking of
everybody to make no account of those who do not think as ho does.
Another tolls you that this moral sense and this common sense
arc but dreams ; that the understaml,ing determines what is good
and what is bad. His understanding tells him so and so ; all '
good and wise men hav~ just such an understanding as ho has.
.As to those who do not think in the same way, it is a clear proof
that their understandings are defective or corrupt.
Another tells you that he has an etemal and 1·mm1etable ride of
right, which rule commands this and forbids that; then he rot.ails
to you his own particular sentiments, which you are obliged to
receive as so many branches of the eternal rule of right.
You hear a multitude of professors, of jurists, of magistrates,
of philosophers, who make the law of nature echo in your ears.
They all dispute, it is true, upon every point of their system;
but no matter- each one proceeds with tho same confident intrepidity, and utters his opinions as so many chapters of the law of
tiafore. The phrase ill l!ometimes modified, and we find in its
place, natural right, nat-ural equi'ty, tlw r.£gltts of mmi, &c.
One philosopher undertakes to build a moral system upon what
he calls truth; according to him, the only evil in the world is
lying. If you kill your father, you c<>mmit a crime, because it
is a particular fashion of saying that he is not your father. E,erything which this philosopher does not like, he disapproves under
the pretext that it is a sort of falsehood-since it amounts to
asserting that we ought to do what ought not to be done.
The most candid of these dei1pots are those who say openly,
" I am one of the elect ; and God takes care to enlighten the elect
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as to what is good and what is evil. He reveals himself to me,
and speaks by my mouth. All you who are in doubt, come and
receive the oracles of God.''
All these systems, and many more, are at bottom only the
arbitrary 11rinciple, t!te principle of sympathy mul antipathy,
masked under different forms of language. 'fhe object is, to
make our opinions triumph without the trouble of comparing
them with the opinions of other people. These pretended principles are but the pretext and the support of clesp\/tism,-at
least of that despotism of disposition which has but too much
inclination to develop itself in practice whenever it can do so
with impunity. The result is, tl1at with the purest intentions
a man torment,; himself; and becomes the scourge of his follows.
If he is of a melancholy disposition, he falls into a sullen taciturnity, and bitterly deplores the folly nncl the depravity of man.
If he is of nn irascible temper, he declaims furiously against
all who do not think as he cloC;>!'. H e becomes one of those
ardent persecutors who do evil in the spirit of holiness ; who
blow tho fires of fanaticism with that mischievous activity which
the persuasion of duty always gives ; and who brand with the
reproach of perversity or .of bad faith all who do not blindly adopt
the opinions which they hold sacred.
However, it is essential to observe that the principle of sympathy and a,ntipat/i.y must often coincide with the principle of
,etility. To love what benefits us, to hate what hurts us, is a
universal principle of the human heart. It thus happens that,
from one end of the world to the other, acts beneficent or
hurtful are regarded with the same sentiments of approbation
or dislike. Morality and jurisprudence, led by this kind of
instinct, havo often reached the great end of utility without
having a clear idea of it. But these sympathies and these antipathies are not a sure and invariable guide. Let a man refer
hia happiness or his misery to an imaginary cause, and he
becomes subject to unfounded loves and unreasonable hates.
Superstition, charlatanism, the spirit of sect and party, repose
almost entirely upon blind sympathies and blind antipathies.

\
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Incidents the most frivolous,-a difference in fashion, a slight
diversity of opinion, a variety in taste, are enough to present a
man to the eyes of unother under the aspect of an enemy.
What is history, but a collection of the absurclest animosities,
the most useless persecutions? A prince conceives an antipathy
against certain men who use some indifferent expressions ; he
calls them Arians, Protestants, Socinians, Deists. He builds
scaffolds ; the ministers of the- altar array the executioners;
the day on which the heretics perish in the flumes is celebrated
as a national festival. In Russi:i. a civil war was undertaken
to settle a long controversy as to the number of fingers which
ought to be used in making the sign of the cross. The citizens
of Rome and Constantinople were divide,! into implacable fac'tions about players, charioteers, and gladiators ; and to giYe
impo1-tnncc to such shameful quarrels, it was pretended that the
success of the greens or of the blues presaged ab undance or famine,
victories or reverses to the empire.
Antipathy may sometimes be found in unison with the principle of utility; but even then it is not a good basis of action.
When a person through resentment prosecutes a robber before
' the tribunals, the action is certainly good, but the moti"l"o is
dangerous. If it sometimes produces good actions, more often
its fruits are fatal. The solo basis of action always surely good
is the consideration of utility. Good is often done from other
motives ; it is ne,er constantly done except from that consideration :ilone. Sympathy ancl antipathy lllUSt be subj ected to it, to
prevent them from becoming hurtful; but the principle of utility
is its own regulato1·; it admits no other; and it is impossible to
give that principle too great extension.
To sum up ;-the ascetic pri11ciple attacks utility in front. The
principle of aytnpatl1y neither rejects it :nor admits it; it pays no
attention to it; it floats at hazard between good and evil. The
·ascetic principle is so unreasonable, that its most senseless followers have never attempted to carry it out. The principle of
sympathy and antipathy does not prevent its partisans from having recourse to the principle of utility. This last alone neither
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asks nor admits any exception. Qui noti sub me contra me; that
which is not under mo is ngaiust me ; such is its motto. According to this principle, to legislate is an affair of observation and
calculation; according to the ascetics, it is an affair of fanaticism;
according to the principle of sympathy and antipathy, it is a
matter of humour, of imngination, of taste. The first method is
adapted to philosophers ; the second to monks; the third is tho
favourite of wits, of ordinary moralists, of n\CD of the world, of
the multitude.
SECTION

II.

Causes of Antipathy.
Antipathy exercises so powerful an influence over morals and
legislation, that it is important to investigate the principles which
give birth to it.
Frnsr CAUSE.-Repugnance of Senae.- N othing is more common
than the transition from a physical to a moral antipathy, especially with feeble minds. A multitude of innocent animals suffer
a continual persecution, because they have the misfortune to be
thought ugly. Everything unusual has the power of exciting in
us a sentiment of disgust and hatred. What is called a monster
is only a being which differs a little from others of its kind.
H cnnaphrodites, whose sex is undetermined, are regarded with
a sort of horror, only because they are rare.
SxcoND CAUSE. -WoundeclPride.- He who docs not adopt my
opinion, indirectly declares that he has but little respect for my
knowledge upon the point in dispute. Such a declaration offends
my self-love, and shows me an ad,;,ersary in this man, who not
only testifies a degree of contempt for me, but who will propagate that contempt in proportion as his opinion triumphs over
mine.
Tnnm CA.usE.-Power controllea.-Even when our vanity does
not suffer, we perceive by the difference of tastes, by the resistance
of opinions, by the shock of interests, that our power is limited,
that our dominion, which we desire to extend everywhere, is
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bounded on every side. This compulsive feeling of our own
weakness is a secret pain, a germ of discontent against
others.
FOURTH CAUSE.-Oo,~fiifence in the f1tturc tocakenea or aC8troyea.
-Wc love to believe that men arc such as we imagine our happiness requires them to be. Every act on their pa.rt which tends
to diminish our confidence in them, cannot but give us a secret.
disgust. An example of falsehood ma.kcs us see that we cannot
always roly upon what they say, or what they promise; an
example of absurdity inspires a general doubt as to their rca,son,
and consequently as t-0 their conduct. An a,ct of caprice, or of
levity, makes us conclude that we cannot roly on their affections.
FrF'm CAUSE.-T/10 dc8fre of 1manimity.- Unanimity pleases
us. This harmony of sentiment is the only pledge we can have,
apart from our own reason, of the truth of ow· opinions, and of
the utility of the actions founded upon those opinions. Besides,
we love to dwell upon subjects to our taste; it is a source of
agreeable recollections itnd of pleasing hopes. The conversation
of persons whose taste conforrr1s to ours, augments this fund of
plcasnre, by fixing our attention upon agreeable objects, and presenting them to us under new points of view.
SIXTH CAUSE.- Envy.-Ho who enjoys himself without doing
harm to anybody, ought not, it would seem, to have enemies.
Yet it may be said that his enjoyment impoverishes those who
do not partake it.
It is u common observation, that envy acts with most
force against recent advantages, while it spares older ones.
Thus it is, that the word upstart alwaya has an injurious acceptation. It expresses a new success; envy adds, as accessory
ideas, humbling recollections and a feigned contempt.
Envy makes ascetics. Tho differences of age, of wealth, o f
circumstances, prevent all men from having equal enjoyments;
but the severity of privation can reduce all to the same level.
Envy inclines us towards rigid speculations in morals, as a
means of reducing the amount of pleasures. It has been said,and with reason,-that a man who should bo born with an organ
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of pleasure, which the rest of us do not possess, would be pw·sued as a monster.
Such is the origin of nntipathy; such is the collection of sentiments of which it is composed. To moderate its ,iolencc, let
us recollect that there is no such thing ns a perfect conformity
c,cm between two individuals; that if we )icld to this unsociable sentiment, it will always go on increasing, ancl will contract more and more the circle of our good-will ancl of our pleasures ; that, in gcnernl, our antipathies re-act against oursel vcs;
that it is in our power to enfeeblc, ancl c,·cn to extinguish them,
hy banishing from our minds the ideas of tl10se objects by which
they are excited. Fortunately, the causes of sympathy arc constant ancl natural, while the causes of antipathy arc accidental
and transitory.
Moral ,niters may be arranged in two classes; those who
labour to extirpate the ,·enomous plants of antipathy; and those
who seek to propagate them. The first class arc apt to be calumniakd; the othcr:l gain respect and popularity, because, under
the specious , oil of morals, they arc in the service of ycngcanco
and of envy. 'l'hc books which attain the most speedy celebrity,
are those which the demon of antipathy lias dictated, such as
libels, works of party, satirical memoirs, &c. Telemachus
did not owe its brilliant success to its morality, or to the charm
of its style ; but to the general opinion that it contained a satire
upon Louis XIV. and his Court. Wl1cn Hume, in his History,
wished to calm the SJ>frit of party, ancl to treat the passions like
a chemist who analyzes poisons, the mob of readers rose up
against him; they did not like to see it proved that men were
r!).ther ignorant than wicked, and that past ages, always cxtollecl
to depreciate the present, had been fa1· more fertile in misfortunes
and crimes.
Fortunate for himself, fortunate is the writer who can give
himself up to these t,vo false principles ; to him belong the field
of eloquence, the employment of figures, the ,ehcmence of style,
exaggeration of expressions, and all the vulgar vocabulary of the
passions. All his opinions are dogmas, eternal, immutable truths,
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as immoveable as God and nature. As a writer, he exercises
the power of a despot, and proscribes those who do agree with
him.
The partisan of the principle of utility is in a position by no
means so fa,ourable to eloquence. His mea.ns are as different as
his object. He can neither dogmatize, dazzle, nor ast6nish. Re
is obliged to define all his t.e1ms, and always to employ the same
word in the same sense. He. consumes a long time in getting
ready, in making sure of his foundation, in preparing his instruments; and he has everything to fear from that impatience which
grows weary with preliminarit>s, and wl1iuh wishes to arrive in a
moment at great results. However, this slow and cautious
advance is ~he only one which leads to the end desired; for if
the power of spreading truth among the multitude belongs to
eloquence, the power of disco,•cring it appertains only to
analysis.

CHAPTER IV.
Operati<m of tkese principles upon Legislation.
TnE principle of. utility has nev<'r yet been well developed, nor
well followed out by any legislato1· ; but, as we have akeady
mentioned, it has penetrated from time to time into laws, from
its occasional alliance with the principles of sympathy and antipathy. The general ideas of vice and virtue, founded upon a
confused perception of good and evil, have been sufficiently uniform in every essential point ; and the early laws, without which
no society can exist, have been made in conformity with these
popular ideas.
The ascetic principle, though embraced with. warmth by its
partisans in their private conduct, has never had IDl!,Ch direct
influence upon the operations of government. On the contrary,
every government has had for its system and its object the acquisition. of strength and prosperity. The rulers of states have never
~de evil an end ; they have been seduc.ed into it by false ~ews
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of gre:itncss and power, or by private passions which ha,c resulted
in public evils. The system adopted at Sparta-a discipline
which well cntitlC's that com111u11ity to be called a convent of
warriors-in r elation to the circumstances of that state, was
necessary to its preservation, or, at 1c,nst, was esteemed so by its
legislator; nnd under thnt a~pcct, wns conformable to the principle of utility. :Many Chri.,;tian !;tntcs ha,e permitted the establishment of monastic orders; but· the ,ows arc supposed to be
,oluntnry. To torment one's self \\'ns C'St<'l' mcd a work of merit;
to torment another against his will has been al ways regarded as
a cl'ime. St. Louis wore sackcloth, but he obliged none of his
subjects to wear it.
The principle which has cxrrciscrl the greatest influence upon
governments, is that of sympathy and antipathy. In fact, we
must refer to that principle all those specious objects which
governments i,nrsue, without ha Ying the general good for a single
and indcpcnrlent aim; such as good morals, equality, liberty,
justice, power, commerce, religion ; objC'cts respectable in themselves, and which ought to enter into the views of the legislator;
but which too often lead him astray, brcause lie regards them as
ends, .not as means. lfo substitutes thl'm for public happiness,
instead of making them subordinate to it.
Thus, a government, entirely occupied with wealth and commerce, looks upon society as n workshop, regnrds men only as
productive machines, and cares little how much it torments them,
provided it makes them rich. The customs, the exchanges, the
stocks, absorb all its thoughts. It looks with indifference upon
a multitude of evils which it might easily cure. It wishes only
for a great production of the means of enjoyment, while it is constantly putting new obstacles in the way of' enjoying.
Other governments estctlm power and glory as the sole means
of public good. Full of disdain for those states which are able
to be happy in a peaceful security, they must havt:H.ritrigues,
negotiations, wars and conquests. They do not consider'"of what
misfortunes this glory is composed, and how many 'rictims these
bloody triumphs require. The eclat of 'rictory, the acquisition
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of a province, conceal from them tho desolation of their country,
and make them mistake the true end of government.
Many persons do not inquire if a state be well administered;
if the laws protect property and persons; if the people arc happy.
What they require, without giving attention to anything else, is
political liberty-that is, the most equal distl'ibution which can
be imagined of political power. Wherever they do not soc the
form of government to which they are attached, they sec nothing
but slaves; and if these pretended slaves arc well satisfied with
their condition, if t hey do not desire to change it, they despise
and iusult them. In their fanaticism they· are always ready to
stake all the happiness of a nation upon a cidl war, for the suke
of transporting power into the hands of those whom an invincible ignorance will not permit to use it, except for their own
destruction.
·
These a.re examples of some of the phantasies which a.re substituted in politics, instead of the true search aftc1· happiness.
They do not grow out of an opposition to happiness; they arc the
fruits of inadvertence or mistake. A small part of the plan of
utility is seized upon; an exclusive attachment is evinced for
that small part; in the pU1·suit of some particular branch of the
public good, the general happiness is disregarded ; it is forgotten
that all these particular objects have ouly a rclatiYe value, and
that happiness alone has a value which is iutrfusic.

CHAPTER V.

Further Ex1,la11ation~.-Objectiotis answered.
SolIE trifling objections, some little V<Jrbal difficulties, may be
raised against the principle of utilit,y; but no real or distinct
objection can be opposed to i t. Jn fact, how can it bP. contcM,c,rl
except by reasons taken from itself? To say that it is a dangerous
principle, is to say that it would be contrary to utility to consult
utility.
The difficulty upon this question grows out of a kind of per-
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version of ln.nguaga. It has been customary to speak of vi?-tue in
opposition to 1itility. Virtue is described as the sacrifice of our
interest to our duties.
To convey clen.r idcr.s upon this subject, it should be explained,
that there arc interest.a of different orders, and tha6 different
interests, in certain circumstances, are incompatible. Virtue is
the sacrifice of a less interest to a greater, of a momentary to a
durable, of a doubtful to a certain interest. E,ery idea of virtue
not derived from tl1is notion, is as obscUl'c in conception as it is
precarious in motfrc.
Those who, for the sake of accommodation, arc willing to distinguish between politics and morals, to assign utility as the
principle of the one, and justice as the foundation of the other,
announce nothing but confused idcns. The only difference
between politics and morals is, that one directs the opemtions of
governments, and the other the actions of individuals; but their
object is common; it is happiness. That which is politically
good cannot be morally bad, unless \\"e suppose that the rules of
arithmetic, true for large numbers, are false for small ones.
"\Yhile ,,e imagine that we follow the principle of 1,tility, we
may nevertheless do c,;1. A feeble and narrow soul deceives
itself by taking into consideration but a small part ofevil or of good.
An ardent disposition deceives itself by giving an extreme importance to a particular good, by which all consecutive evils arc
concealed from its sight. That which constitutes a bad man, is·
the habit of plcosurcs injurious to others ; but this very habit
supposes the absence of many kinds of pleasure. One ought not
to hold utilifty responsible for mistakes contrn.ry to its nature, and
which it alone is able to rectify. If a man calculates badly, it is
not arithmetic which is in fault; it is himself. If the charges
which are alleged against Machiavcl are well founded, his eITors
did not spring frcm having consulrod the principle of utility, but
from having applied it badly. This fact, the author of the .tlntiMacMavel has clearly perceived. He refutl.'s the Prince by
making it appear that its maxims are fatal; and that bad faith is
b~ policy.
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Those who, from reading Cicero's O.ffices and the Platonic
moralists, have a confused notion of the 1iseful as opposed to the
ltonest, often quote that observation of Aristides upon the scheme
which Themistocles was unwilliug to disclose, except to him alone.
"The proj ectofThemistocl<'s is very advantageous," said Aristides
to the assembled people, "but it is ver!J imjust." H ere seems to
be a decided opposition between the useful and the just. N"ot so.
It is only a comparison of good and evil. T:rn.fust is a term
which presents the collective idea of all those evils which result
from a situation in ,vhich men can no longer trust one another.
Aristides might have said, "The project of Themistocles would be
useful for a moment, but injurious for ages ; what it would give
is nothing in comparison with what it would take away.";.
It is sometimes said that the JJrinciple of 1,tility is only a
revi.al of epicureanism. The raYages which that doctrine made
in morals are well known. It was adopted by the most corrupt
of men.
It is true that Epicurus nlonc of all the ancients had t]1e merit
of having known the true som·ce of morals; but to suppose that
his doctrine leads to the consequences that have been imputed to
it, is to suppose that happiness may become tho enemy of happiness. Sic praaentibus utaris voluptatibus, ut futuris non noceas,
-So use present pleasures as not to lessen 'those which are to
come. In this sentiment Seneca coincides ·with Epicurus; and
what more can morality desire than the retrenchment of every
•pleasure injurious to one's sclf or to others? Now this is the
-very principle of utility.
But, it is again objected, every one makes himself the judge
of his own utility, and u1>on this system every obligation will
lose its force the moment people cease to see their interest in
·
regarding it.
• This anecdote is not worth being cited excepL to clear up the sense
or words. Its falsity has been proved. See Mitford's Hist&ry of
<Jreece. Plutarch wished to compliment the .Athenians ; but he would
have been much embarrassed to reconcile the greater part of their histo,r
with this noble sentiment.
C
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E very one makes himself the judge of his own utility; such
ia the fact, and such it ought to be; otherwise man ,vould not
be a rational agent. He who is not a judge of what is agreeable
to him, is less than a child; he is an idiot. The obligation
which binds men to their engagements is nothing but the perception of a superior interest, which prevails oYer an inferior interest. A man is bound not only by the particular utility of such
or such an engagement ; but when the engagement becomes
onerous to one of the parties, he is still bound by the general
utility of engagements; by the confidence in his word which
every sensible man wishes to inspir<>, in order that he may be
considered a man of truth, and enjoy the advantages incide.Jlt to
the reputation of probity. It is not tbe engagement itself which
constitutes the obligation; for some engage:ments are ,oid, and
some arc unlawful. Why? Ill~cause they are esteemed injurious. It is, then, the utility of a contract which gives force
to it.
It is easy to reduce to a calculation of good and of em all the
acts of the most exalted nrtue ; and ~-irtuc is neither degraded
nor weakened by being represented as an effect of reason, and
being explained in a simple ancl intelligible manner.
If we refuse to acknowledge the principle of utility, we fall
into a complete circle of sopl1istry. I ought to keep my promise.
Why ? Because my conscience bids me do it . How do you
know that your conscience bi.els yon do it? Because I have
an intorior forliug to that Clff<iet. Why ought you to obey your
conscience ? Because God is the author of my nature, and to
obey my conscience is to obey God: Why ought you to obey
God? Because it is my first duty. How do you know that?
My conscience tells me so, &c., &c.. "\Ve can never get out of
this circle, which presently becomes the som·ce of obstinate and
inveterate error. For if we judge of everything by feeling, there
is no means left to distinguish the dictates of an enlightened conscience from those of a blinded one. All persecutors will have
the same pretence; all fanatics the same right.
If you desire to reject the principle of utility because it may
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be ill applied, what is tliere to put in its place? Where is the
rult\ which cannot be abused? Where is this infallible guide?
Will you substitute for it some despotic principle, which
orders men, like passiYe slaves, to act so and so, without knowing
why?
Will you substitute for it some fluctuating and capricious
principle, founded only upon your own intimate and particular
feelings?
If so, what motives will you hold out to induce people to
follow you? Shall these moth·es be independent of interest?
In that case, if people do not agree· with you, how will you
reason with thcm,-how bring them to terms? Whither will
you cite all the sects, all tlie systems, all the contradictions that
cover the world, if not to the tribunal of a common interest?
The most obstinate opposcrs of the principle of utility are those
who take their stand upon what they call the religious principle.
They profess to take the will of God for the only rule of good
and e,'il. It is the only rule, they say, which has all the 1•cquisite characters; which is infallible, universal, sovereign, and so
on. I answer that the religious principle is not a distinct principle by itself; it is only a parl.icul.ifr form of one or the other of
those above described. Unless God explains himself to each
indiYidual by immediate acts and particular revelations, what is
called his will can ouly be ,vhat we presume to be such. How
does a man presume the will of God ? From his own. Now
his particular will is always diccotod by one of the three principles above described. How do you know that God forbids
such and such a thing? '' l3ccause it would be prejudicial to
the happiness of mankind," answers the partisan of utility.
"Because it includes a gross and sensual pleasure," says the
ascetic. " Because it wounds the conscience, is contrary to
natural sentinients, and ought to be detested without stopping to
examine it,"-such is the language of antipathy.
But revelation, it will bo said, is the direct expression of the
will of God. There is nothing left to be questioned or disputed.
Here is a guide far preferable to human reason.
o2
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I do not answer indirectly that revelation is not universal;
that even among Chrii;tian nations there arc many persons -who
do not admit it; and that in morals and politics, some principle
of 1·easoniug is necessary, which is common to all men. :But I
reply that revelation is not a system of politics nor of morals;
that all its precepts need to be cxpbincd, modified, and limited,
one by the other; that, taken in a literal sense, they woulcl overturn the worlcl, annihilate self.defence, industry, commerce,
reciprocal attachments; and. that ecclrsiastieal history is an incontestable proof of the frightful enls which have resulted from
religious maxims badly tmdcrstoo(l.
What a difference between the Protrstant and Catholic theologians-hctwccn the moderns and the ancients! The gospel
morality of Paley is not the gospel morality of Nicole. That of
the Janscnists was not that of the J esuits.
The inter!)retcrs of Scripture may be divided into three classes.
The first class have the principle of utility for their rule of
criticism; the second class arc ascetics; the third class follows
the mixed impressions of sympathy and antipathy. Tho first,
far from exclucling pleasure, quote it as a proof of the goodness
of Goel. The ascetics arc its mortal enemies; if they ever permit
it, it is not for itself, but only in view of some certain necessary
end. The bst appro,e it, or condemn it, according to their
fancy, without being guided by the consideration of consequences.
It seems, then, that 1·evelatiou is not a principle by itself; for
nothing can b e properly called a principle except that which
needs no proof, and which serves to prove everything else.

CHAPTER VI.
Tlie different kinds of P leasures and Pains.
WE experience without cessation a variety of sensations which
do not interest us, and which glide by without fixing our attention. Thus, the greater part of the objects which.are familiar
to us no longer P!oduce a sensation sufficiently vivid to cause us
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either pain or pleasure. These names cannot be gfrcn except to
sensations which attract our attention; which make thcmseh·cs
not.iceable in the crowd; and of which we desire the continuance
or the end. 'l'hese pleasurable perceptions arc cithrr simple or
com1>lcx : simple, when they cannot be decomposed into others;
complex, when they are composed of scYcral simple pains or
simple pleasures, or perhaps of a mixture of plcasm·cs and lJains.
What determines us to regard several pleasures as a complex
pleasure, and not as so many simple pleasures, is the nature of
the cause which excites them.
arc led to consider all tho
pleasures which are produced by the action of' the same cause as
a single pleasure. 'rhm, a theatrical show which gratifies many
of om senses at the same time by the beauty of decomtions,
music, company, dresses, and the action of performers, constitutes
a complex pleasure.
It has cost a great labour of analysis to prrparc a compl ete
catalogue of the simple pleasures and pains. This catalogue has
a dryness which will repulse many rcadcn;, for it is not the "·ork
of a writer of romance, who only seeks to please and moye ; it is
a bill of particulars, it is the inventory of our sensations.

·we

SP.CTfON

I.

S i1np le Plcanwes.
bt. Pl~1M11r~s nf 8 en.M.-'rhoHe wl1ich can be immediately
refen-ed to our organs independently of nil associations, viz., the
pleasures of taste, of 8mell, of sight, of lte~ring, of toucli, especially
the blessing of 7,ealth, that happy flow of spirits, that perception
of an eaBY and unburdensome existence, which cannot be refetTed
to any of the senses in particular, but which appertains to all the
vital functions; finally, the pleasures of 11oveltt1, those which we
experience when new objects a.re applied to our senses. They do
not form a eeparat.e class, but they play so conspicuous a part,
that it is necessary to .mention them expressly.
, . ~nd. PleasurdB ofRichu-meaning th'erebythatkind of pleasure
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which we deriYe from t.he possession of a thing, which is a means
of enjoyment or security,-a pleasure which is most lively at the
moment of acquisition.
3rd. Pleasures of A drb-css.-T hose which result from some
clifficn]ty overcome, from some relatfre perfection in the handling
and employ of the instruments which aid in the attainment of
pleasure or utility. A person who touches a harpsichord, for
example, experiences a plcnsm·e perfectly distinct from that of
hearing the same piece of music executed by another.
4th. Pleasures of 1'1·icnds!tip.-'l'hose which accompany the
persuasion of posses,-ing the good will of such and such individuals, and the right of expecting from them, in consequence,
spontnneous and gratuitous serYiccs.
5th. Plerm1res of a good R eputation.-Those which accompany
the possession or acquisition of tho esteem nnd good will of the
people about us, the persons with whom we may have relations
or common interests ; aucl as a fruit of this disposition on their
part, the right of expecting their voluntary and gratuitous ser-vices, shonlcl wo happen to need them.
6th. Pleasures of Power.- Thosc which a mnn experiences who
perceives in himself the means of disposing others t~ serve him
through their hopes or their fcnrs ; that is, by tho fear of some
evil, or the hope of some good which he can do them.
7th. Pleasures of Piety.- Thosc which accompany the persuasion of acquiring or possessing the favom of God ; and the
power, in cons2quenoe, of expeot,i ng particular favours from him,
either in this life or in another.
8th. Plca1mres of Benevolence.-Pieasures which we are sensible
of tasting, when we contemplate the hnppiness of those who love
us. They may also be called pleas1trcs of sympatliy or pleasures
of the socia.l affections. Their force is more or less expansive.
They have the power of concentrating themiielves into a narrow
ciJ:Cle, or of sprencling over entire humanity. :Benevolence extends
itself to animals of which we love the species or individuals; the
signs of their happiness affect us agreeably.
9th. Plea~wes of llfalevolcnce.-They result from the sight or
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the thought of pain endured by those beings who do not love us,
whether men or animals. They may also be called JJlcasures of
the irascible passions, of antipat/1y, or of tl1a anti-1wci(tl affections.
10th. When we apply our mental faculties to the acquisition
of new ideas, and discover, or think wo discover, intel'esting
truths in the moral or physical sciences, the pleasure which we
experience may be called the pleasure of knou;ledge. The tranaport of joy wllich Arc11imedcs felt at the solution of a difficult
problem, is easily understood by all those who have applied
themselves to abstract studies.
11th. '\\'hen we have tasted such or such a pleasure, and in
certain cases e,·cn, when we bavo suffered such or such a pain,
we love to retrace them exactly in the precise order of all their
circumst.·mccs. These arc tho pleasures of memory. Thoy are as
varied as the recollections in which they originate.
12th. But sometimes memory suggests cerfain pleasures, which
we nITange in a different order, according to om· desires; and to
which we join the most agrcor,blc circumstances we have noticed,
either in our own life or in that of others. These are pleasures
of the imagination. The painter who copies after nature, represents the operations of memory ; be who selects groups here and
there, and arranges them to suit himself, represents the workings
of the imagination. New ideas in the arts and sciences, and all
discoveries which interest our curiosity, contribute to the pleasures
9f the imagination, which sees in these discoveries an extension
of its field of cnjoymenb,.
13th. The idea of a future pleasnre, joined to the expectation
of presently enjoying it, constitutes the pleasure of ltope.
14th. P leaaurea of .Association.-An object may be unable to
give any pleasure in it.self; but if it is connected in the mind
with some other object which is agreeable, it participates in the
charm of that object. Thus the different incidents of a game of ·
chance, when we play for nothing, clerive their interest from an
association with the pleasure of gaining.
15th. Lastly, there are pleasures founded upon pains. When
one has suffered, the cessation or di~ution of the pain i:8 its!llf
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a plcastrre, and often a very lively one. These may be called
pleasnrcs of relief, or of deliverance. They arc as various as our
pains.
Such arc the materials of all our enjoyments. They unite,
combine, and modify each other in a thousand ways, so that it
rcquixes some little attention and experience to discover, in a
complex pleasme, all the simple pleasures which are its
elements.
The delight which a country landscape gives, is composcd of
different pleasures-pleasures of the senses, of the imagination,
and of sympathy. 'l'ho variety of objects and their various
colours, tho flowers, the ti-ces, the intermixh1re of light and
shade, gratify the sight; the car is soothed by the soug of birds,
the murmur of fountains, and the gentle rustling which the wind
makes among tho leaves ; the air, embalmed with the perfume of
frcsl1 vegetatirn, wafts agreeable odours; while its elastic purity
makes the circulation more rapid and exercise more agreeable.
Imagination and benevolence unite to embellish the scene, by
presenting ideas of wealth, of abundance, of fertility. The innocence and happiness of the birds, the flocks, and the domestic
animals, furnish an agreeable contrast to the recollection of the
fatigues and agitations of hum1m life. W e transfer to the inhabitants of the country all the pleasures with which the novC'lty
of these objects inspires us. Finally, a sentiment of gratitude to
that eternal Being, whom we rcgnrd as the author of all these
benefits, augments our confidence ancl our admiration.

II.
Simple P'.1,ins.
1st. Pains of .Privation.-These correspond to all the plea·
sures whose absence excites a sentiment of chagrin. They exist
in three principal modifications. First, if we desire a certain
pleasure, but have more fear of wanting it than hope of obtaining
it, the pain that result.CJ may be called pain of IU8ire, or of unsatisfied
SE C TI O N
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desire. Second,, if we have had strong hopes of enjoying the
pleasure in question, but these hopes have suddenly foiled, this
privation is a pain of disa,ppo-intment. Tldrd, ifwe have enjoyed
a good, or, what amounts to the same thing, if wo have counted
strongly upon its possession, and then lose it, the sentiment
which this loss produces is called regret. That languor of soul
described by the word enm,i is a pain of privation which cannot
be reforred to any particular object, but to tho absence of every
agreeable sensation.
2nd. Pa.ins of Sense.- There aro nine kinds: those of liunger
and thirst; those of taste, of smeU, of twcli, produced by tho
application of substances which excite disagrecnblc sensations ;
those of M(trin!f and a1g/it, produced by sounds or images which
offend tllotie organs, independently of association; excess of cold
or l1cat,- unloss these pains ought to be referred to tho sense of
touch; diseases of all kinds; finally, fat1guo, whether of mind
or body.
3rd. Pai11$ of .Mal-acldress.- Those which are sometimes experienced in fruitless attempts or laborious efforts to apply to
their different uses the various kinds of tools or instruments,
whether of pleasure or pain.
4th. Pains of .Emnity.-Those which a mnn feels when he
believes himself' an object of malevolence on the part of certain
individuals, and apprehends that he rnay be exposed in consequence to experience the practical effects of their hatred.
5th. Pai1ia of a Bad .Reputatinn.-'l'hose which a man feels
when he believes himself actually an object of the malevolence or
contempt of the world which surrounds him, or exposed to become
so. They may also be called paina of dishonour, or paitia of tlie
p()_pula-r B«;nction.
6th. Paim of Piety.- Tb.ey result from the fear of having
offended the Supreme :Being, and of inclln'ing his chastisements,
either in this life or in the life to come. If they are thought to
be well founded, they are called reUgiou, f ear8,- if ill founded,
they are denominated superatitioiu fear,.
7th. Pai'm of .Benevolence.- These are the pains which we
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experience at the sight or thought of the suffering whether of
men or animals. The emotions of pity make us weep at the
miseries of others, as well as at our own. They may also be
called pains of sympntl,y, pains of tl,e social affections.
8th. Fains of Malei·olcncc.-Thcse arc the pains we experience
at reflecting ou the happiness of those we hate. They may also
be called pains qf antipatl,y, pains of the anti-social ajfcctions.
9th, 10th, antl l lth. Tho pains of memory, of the i1nagination,
and of fear, arc the exact reverse and counterpart of the pleasures
of conesponding names.
The labour of preparing this catalogue of pleasures and pains
is dry, but its utility is great. The whole system of morals, the
whole system of lc;islation, rests upon a single basis, and that
basis is, the knowledge of pain.~ and pleasures. 1t is the only
foundation of clear ideas upon those subjects. When we speak
of vices and virtue:,., of actions innocent or crimirutl, of a system
remuncratory or penal, what is it that we speak of? Of pains
and pleasm·cs, and of nothing else. A reason in morals or politics,
which cannot be translated by the simple words pa£n orpleasure,
is an obscure and sophistical reason, from which nothing can be
concluded.
You wish, for example, to study the subject of offcnces,-that
great object which directs all lc.gislation. This study, at bottom,
will be nothing but a comparison, a calculation, of pains and pleasures. You consider the criminality or the evil of r.ertain actions,
- thnt is, the pains which result from them to such and such
individuals; the motive of the delinqucnt,-that is, the expectation of pleasure which led him to i::ommit the action in question;
the advantage of the offence,-that is, the acquisition of pleasure
which has resulted from it; the legal puni"shment which ought to
be infl.icted,-that is, what pain the guilty person ought to
undergo. It thus appears that the theory of pains and plcMures
is the sole foundation of all knowledge upon the subject of legislation.
The more these two catalogues are examined, the more matter
for reflection they will be found to contain.
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It is obvious at once, that pleasures and pains may be dividecl
into two classes: pleMures and pains wlliclt relate to others;pleasures ancl pains purely personal. Those of benevolence and of
malevolence compose the first class; all the rest belong to the second.
It is worthy of observation that many kinds of pleasure exist
without having corresponding pains. l st. Pleasures of novelty.
The sight of new objects is a rource of pleasure$, while the simple
absence of new objects is not felt as a 1>ain. 2nd. Pleasures of
love. The want of them is not attended with positive pain,
except when there is disappoinhnent. Some temperaments may
suffer from this want, but in g(•neral continence is in the power
of every one, and is very far from being a state of pain. 3rd.
Pleasures of riches and of acqitisitions: they have no corresponding
pains except where there is diKappointment. To acquire is always
agreeable ; simple non-acquisition is not felt as a pain. 4th. It
is the same with the plea,mrM of JJOll)er. Their possession is a
good; their mere absence is not an evil ; it is only felt as an evil
by reason of some particular circumstance, such as privation or
disappointment.

CHAPTER VIL
Pains and Pleasures considereil as Sanctiot1s.
Tm: ~ l cnnnot be influenced except by motives; but when we
1<peak of tPOf.i'oee, we F1peRk of ple,n.R11re.• or pains. A being whom
we could not affect either by painful or pleasurable emotions
would be completely independent of us.
The pain or pleasure which is attachf)d:to a law form what is
called its sanction. The laws of one state are not laws in another,
because they have no sanction there, no obligatory force.
P leasures and pains may be distingui3hed into four classes :
1st. Physical
2nd. Moral.
3rd. Political.
,4th. Religious.
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Consequently, when we come to consider pains and pleasures
under the character of punishments and rewards, attached to
certain rules of conduct, we may distinguish four sanctions.
lat. Those pleasUI"es and pains which may be expected in the
ordinary course of nature, acting by itself, without human intcr, ention, compose the natural or physical sanction.
2nd. The pleasures or pains which may be expected from the
action of our fellow-men, in nrtuc of their friendshiv or hatred,
of their esteem or their contempt-in one word, of their spontaneous disposition towards us, com1,ose the moral sanction ; or it
may he called the J>Opular sanction, Mnction of public opinion,
sanction of lwnow·, sa11ction of tlte pain~ antl ]ilcas11rcs of sym1>atliy.
31·d. The plc11su1·cs or pains which may be expected from the
action of the m11gistratc, in Yirtuc of the laws, compose the political saiiction; it may also be c.illcd the legal sanction.
4th. The plensures or pains which may ho e::-.-peckcl in virtue
of the threahl or promises of religion, compose the 1·eligiotM
sanction.
A mnn's house is destroyed by fin'\. I s it in consequence of
his imprudence ?-It is a pain of the natural sanction. Is it by
the sentence of a judge ?-lt is a pain of the political sanction.
Is it by the malice of his neighbours ?-It is a pain of the popular sanction. I s it supposed to be the immediate act of an offended
Divinity?-In such a case it would be a pain of the 1·eligious
sanction, or, vulgarly speaking, a judgment of God.
It is evident f.rom this example that the same sort of pains
belong to all the sanctions. The only difference is in the cfrcumstances which produce them.
This classification will be very useful in the course of this work.
It is an easy and uniform nomenclature, absolutely necessary to
distinguish and describe the different kinds of moral powers,
those intellectual leve1'S which constituw t,lw machinery of the
human heart.
These four sanctions do not act upon all men in the same
manner, nor with the same degree of force. They are sometimes
rivals, sometimes allies, and sometimes enemies. When they
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3i:,irree, they operate with an irresistible power; when they are in
opposition, they mutually enfeeble each other; when they are
rivals, they produce uncertainties and contradictions in the conduct of mon.
Four bodies of laws may be imagined, corresponding to these
four sanctions. The highest point of perfection would be reached
if these four codes constituted but one. This perfection, however,
is as yet far distant, though it may not be impossible to attain it.
But the legislator ought always to recollect that ho can operate
directly only br means of the political sanction. 'l'hc three
others must necessarily be its rivals or its allies, its antagonists or
its ministers. If ho neglects them in his calculations, ho will be
deceived in his results; but if ho makes them subservient to his
views, he will gain an immense power. There is no chance of
uniting them, except under the standard of utility.
The natural snnction is the only one which always acts; the
only one which works of itself; the only one which is unchaugcaule in its principal characteristics. It insensibly draws all the
others to it, corrects their donations, aud produces whatever
uniformity there is in tho sentiments and the judgmcuts of men.
Tl1e popular sanction and the religious sanction are more
~ariablc, more dependent upon human caprices. Of the two, the
popular sanction is more equal, more steady, and more constantly
in accordance with the principle of utility. The force of the
religious sanction is more unequal, more apt to change with times
a.nd individuals, more subject to dangerous deviations. It grows
weak by repose, but revives by opposition.
In some respects the political sanction has the advantage of
both. It acts upon all men with a mote equal force; it is clearer
and more pr.ecise in its precepts; it is surer and more exemplary
in its operations; finally, it is more s11sceptible of being carried
to perfection. I ts progress has an imtnediate influence upon the
progress of the other two ; but it embraces only actions of a certain kind; it bas not a sufficient hold upon the private conduct of
individuals; it cannot proceed except upon proofs which it is
often impossible to obtain; and secrecy, force, or stratagem are
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able to escape it. It thus appears, from considering what each
of these sanctions can effect, and what they cannot, that neither
ought to be rejecfa,d, but tlrnt all should be employed and directed
towards tho same end. They arc liko magnets, of which the
virtue is destroyed when they arc presented to each other by their
contrary poles, while their power is doubled when they aro united
by the poles which correi,pond.
It may be observed, in passing, that the syst.ems which have
most divided men have been founded upon an exclusive preference
given to one or the other of these sanctions. Each has had its
partisans, who have wished to exalt it above tho others. Each
has had its enemies, who haYe sought to degrndo it by showing
its weak side, exposing its errors, and developing all the evils
,vhioh have resulted from it, without making any mention of its
good effects. Such is tho truo theory of all those pru·adoxes
which elevate nature against society, politics against religion,
religion against nature and go, ernment, and so on.
Each of these sanctions is susceptible of error, that is to say, of
some applications contrary to tho prinoiplo of utility. But by
applying tho nomenclatiue above explained, it is easy to indicate
by a single word the seat of the evil. Thus, for example, the
reproach which after the punishment of a criminal falls upon an
innocent family is an error of the popular sanction. 'l'he offence
of usury, that is, of receiving interest above the legal interest, is
an error of tl1c political sanction. Heresy and magic are errors
of the religious sanction. Certain sympathies and antipathies are
c1Tors of the natural sanction. The first germ of mistake exil'ts
in some single sanction, whenco it commonly spreads into the
others. It is necessary, in all these cases, to discover the origin
of the evil before we can select or apply the remedy.
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CHAPTER VIII.

T/11~ 111ea'8ure of Pleasures and Pains.
TnE sole object of the legislator is to increase pleasures and to
prevent pains; and for this purposo he ought to be well acquainted
with their respective values. As pleasures and pains arc the
only instruments which he employs, he ought carefully to study
their power.
If we examine the ,value of a pleasure, considered in itself, and
in relation to a single indiYidual, we shall find that it depends
upon four circumstanccs,l st. Its int1msity.
2nd. Its duration.
3rd. Its certainty.
4th. Its proximity.
The value of a pain depends upon tho same circumstances.
:But it is not enough to examine the value of pleasures and
pains as if they were isolated and indc1>endcut. Pains and
pleasures may have oth~r pains and pleasures as their consequences. Therefore, if we wish to calculate the ten<lmcy of an
act from which there results an immediate pain or pleasurEci, we
must take two additional circumstances into the account, viz.5th. Its productfreness.
6th. Its pui-ity.
A proiluctive pleasure is one which is likely to be followed by
other pleasures of the same kind.
A productive pain is one which is. likely to be followed by
other pains of the same kind.
A pure pleaaure is one which is not likely to produce pains. .
A pure pain is one which is not likely to produce pleasures.
When the calculation is to be made in relation to a collection
of individuals, yet another element is necessary,7th. ItB extent.
That is, the number of persons who are likely to find themselves
affected by this pain or pleasure.
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When we wish to ,alue an action, we must follow in detail all
the operations above indicated. These are the elements of moral
calculation ; and legislation thus becomes a matter of arithmetic.
The ei:£l produced is the outgo, tho good which results is the
income. The rules of this calculation are like those of any other.
This is a slow method, but a sure one; while what is called
sentiment is a prompt estimate, but apt to be deceptive. It is
not necessary to recommm cc this calculation upon every occasion.
When one has become familiar with the process; when ho has
acquired that justness of estimate which results from it; he can
compare the sum of good and of evil with so much promptitude
as scarcely to be conscious of the ste1)s of the calculation. It is
thus that we perform many arithmetical calculations almost
without knowing it . The analytical method, in all its details,
becomes essential, only when some new or complicated matter
arises ; when it is necessary to clear up some disputed point, or
to demonstrate a truth to those who are yet unacquainted with it.
This theo1T of moral cnlculation, though never clearly explained, has always been followed in practice; at lea.st, in e,ery
case where men ba,c had clear ideas of their interest. What is
it, for example, that makes up the Yalue of a landed estate ? Is
it not the amount of pleasure to be derived from it? and docs
not this ,aluc vary according to the length of time for which th.e
estate is to be ,enjoyed; according to the nearness or the distance
of the moment when the possession is to begin; according to the
ocrtaiuty or uncertainty of jfa being retained?
Errors, wh,ethcr in legislation or the moral conduct of men,
may be always accounted for by a mistake, a forgetfulness, or a
false estimate of some one of thesP. elements, in the calculation of
good and evil.
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CHAPTER IX.

I.
Circumstance, wliiclt aJf'cct Sensibility.
SECTION

A.Lt causes of pleasure do not give the same pleasure to all ;
all causes of pain do not always produce the ~rune 11ain. It is in
this that d[fferen('C of sensibility consists. This difference is in
degree, or in kind : in degree, when the impression of a given
cause upon many individuals is uniform., but unequal; in kind,
when the same cause produces opposite sensations in different
individuals.
This difference of sensibility depends upon certain circumstances which influence the physical or moral condition of individuals, and which, being changed, produce a concsponding
change in their feelings. This is an experimental fact. Things
do not affect us in the snmc manner in sickness and in health, in
plenty and in poverty, in infancy and old age. Ilut a view so
general is not sufficil.'nt ; it is necessary t.o go deeper into tho
human heart. Lyonet wrote a quarto yoJumo upon the anatomy
of the caterpillar ; morals arc in need of an in,estigator as patient
and philosophical. I have not cournge to imit!lte Lyonet. I
shall think it sufficient if I open a new point of view-if I
suggest a surer method to those who wish to pursue this subject.
1st. The foundation of the whole, is temperament, or the
originnl r.orn~tih1tion. :By this word I 11nderstand that radiciil and
primitive disposition which attends us from our birth, and which
depends upon physical organization, and the nature of the soul.
But although this radical constitution is the basis of all the
rest, this basis lies so concealed that it is very difficult to get at
it, so as to distinguish those varieties of sensibility which it
produces from those which belong to otht:r causes.
It is the business of the physiologist to distinguish these temperaments; to follow out their mi·dures; and to trace their
effects. But these grounds are as yet too little known to j ustify
the moralist or legislator in founding anything upon them.
D
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2nd. Jiealth.-Wo can hardly define it except negatively. It
is the absence of all sensation of pain or uneasiness of which the
first Reat can be reforred to some part of tl10 body. As to sensibility in general, it is to be obsurved, that, when sick, we arc less
sensible to the causes of pleasm·e, and more so to those of pain.
3rd. .Strengtli.-Though connected with health, this is a separate circumstance ; since a man may be f<'l'ble compared with the
average of men, and yet not bo an im·alid. 'l'he drgrce of
strcngtl1 may be measured exactly enough by the weight one can
lift, or in other ways.' Peeblcne~-~ is sometimes a negathrc term,
i;ignifying the absence of sh'ength; sometimes a relative term,
signifying that such an iudfridnal is not so strong as such
another, with whom he is compared.
4th. Corporal l,11petj'etlio11.,.-I mean some remarkable deformity ; the want of some limb or some faculty which other
men enjoy. Its particular effects UJ)on sensibility depend upon
the kind of impcrfccticu. Its gcucrnl c•fl'ect is, to diminish more
or less agreeable impressions, and to aggrarntc those which are
painful.
5th. Tl1e de,qree of Knowlc<lgc.-That is, the amount of ideas
which an individual possesses of a nature calculated to exercise
an influence upon his happiness, or thut of others. The man of
knowledge is he who ,possesses muny of these important ideas;
the ignorant, he who has but few, and those few of minor
importance.
, 6th. Strengtlt of tltc Intellectual Faci,lties,-That is, the degree
of facility i n recalling ideas already acquired, or in acquiring new
ones. Different qualities of mind may be referred to this head,
such as exactness of memory, capacity of attention, clearness of
discemmont, vivacity of imagination, &c.
7th. Firmness of Soul.-This quality is attributed to a man
when he is less affected by immediat.e pleasures or pains, than by
great pleasures or great pains, which are distant or uncertain.
'fnrcnne lacked firmness of soul when he was prevailed upon by
the prayers of a woman to betray a state secret. The young
Lacedoomonians, who suffered themselves to be scourged to death
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before the altar of Diana, without uttering a single cry, proved
that the fear of shame and the hope of glory had more influence
over them than present pain of the most piercing kind.
8th. Perseverance. -This circumstance relates to • the long th
of time during which a givc!l. motive acts upon the will with a
continuous force. We say of a man that he wants pcrse,erance
when the motive which makes him act loses all its force without
the happening of any external event, or the occurrence of any
reason which ought to weaken it; or whcn he is susceptible of
yielding by turns to a great variety of motives. It is thus tlrnt
children are delighted with playthings, yet soon grow tired of
• them.
9tli. The bent of Inclination.-Thc ideas we have previously
formed of a pl<:asUJ·c or a pain, have a great influence upon tho
manner in which wo arc affected, when wo come to experience
that pleasure or that pain. The effect docs not always answer
the expectation, though i t commonly docs so. The plcnsurc
which results .from the possession of a woman is not to be measured by her beauty, but by the passion of her lover. The inclinations of a mau boiug known, we can caleulate ,Yith tolcl'ablc
certainty the pleasure or the pain which a giYcn cYcnt will cause

him.-:.
10th. Notion& of IIonour.-Tiy ltonour is meant that sensibility to pains and pleasures, which springs from the opinion of
other men ; that is, from their csteJm or their contempt. The
ideas of honour vary much with nations and with individuals;
so that it becomes necessary to distinguisb, in the first place, the
force of this motive, in the second place, its direction.
11th. Notions of R eligion.-It is well known to what a
degree the entire system of sensibility may be affected by l'cligious ideas. It is at the birth of a religion that its gl'eatest
dl'ccts appear. Mild nations ha.Ye become bloody; pusillanimous
nations have grown bold; slaves have regained their freedom;
• The four following circumstances are only sub-clivisions of this head;
they a.re passions- that is, inoli.nationa, considered in reference to certain
given pleasures and pa.ins.
D
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and savages haYe submitted to the yoke of ci,ilization. There
is not any cause which has produced such sudden and extraordinaty effects upon mankind. There is also an'astonishing di,ersity in the particular bins which religion gi,es to indidcluals.
12th. Sc11li111c11ts qf Sympntl,y.- l call aympatl1y that disposition which makes us find pleasmc in the happiness of others,
ancl compels us to sharo their pains. ..When this disposition
extends to a sin!;lC indiYiclnal only, it is called fricmlship ; when
it act;; in relation to persons in pain, it is called pity or com71asRio11 ; if it cmbracc>s an entire class of indiYiduals, it constitutes
what is called c.~prit de ro,:p,q , or party spfrit; if it cm brnccs a
whole nation, it is public SJ}i,·it 01· patriotism; if it cxtc~ds to
all men, it is Immunity.
But tho kind of sympathy whfrh plays the greatest part in
common life is that which binds the affections to ccrtnin fu:ecl
individuals, such as parents, chilclrm, a husband, a wife, an intimate frirnd. Its gencrnl effect is to augment the sensibility,
whether to pnins or pleasmcs. Tho individual acquires more
c
extension ; ho ceases to be solitary ; he becomes collectfre.
sec ourselves, so to speak, clonblecl in those we love; ancl it is by
no means impos~iblc to lo, c ourselves better in these others
than in our actual self; and to be less sensible to the e,ents
wliich concern us, by reason of their immediate effect upon om·sclvrs, than on riccount of their operation upon those connected
'With us ; to feel, for example, tl1at the roost bitter part of an
affli ction is tho pain it will en.use our friends, and that the
greatest charm of personnl succ<?ss is the pleasure we shall .take
in their joy. Such is the operation of sympathy. These sentiments received ancl paid back, increase by communication.
They may be compared to mirrors, so arranged as mutually to
trans.m it the rays of light, collect them in a common focus, and
produce an increase of heat by their reciprocal reflections. The
force of these sympathies is one of the 1·casons which has made
legislators prefer manied men to bachelors and fathers of a
family to those ,vho ha,e no children. The l~w has more power
over those lVho expose a greater surface to its operations. Such
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men, through an interest in the happiness of those who arc to
succeed them, look to tho futw·o as well as the present; while
men who have not the same ties are satisfied with a transitory
possession.
With regard t.o the sympathy which the paternal relation l) l'Oduces, it may bo sometimes observed to act independently of any
affection. 'l'ho honour acquirell by tho father extends to the son;
the disgrace of tl1e son spreads back to the father. Tho members
of a family, altllough disunited by interest and inclination, have
a common sensibility for all that appertains to the honour of
each.
13th. Antipatliics.-These are tho reverse of those expansive
and affectionate sentiments, of which we have been speaking.
It is fortunate that the sotu·ces of sympathy are constant and
natural; they arc found everywhere, at all times, and unclcr all
circwustances; while antipathies arc accidental, and of course
transitory. They vary according to times, places, events, and
persons ; and they have nothing fb.::cd nor determinate. Still,
these two principles sometimes coalesce and act together. llumanity makes us hate the inhuman; friendship renders us hos- tile to tho adversaries of our friends; and antipathy itself becomes
a cause of union between two persons who have a common
enemy.
14th. Folly, or ])isordcr of Mhid.-Impcrfootions of mind may
be reduced to ignorance, feebleness, initability, and inconstancy.
·what is c...Ueu j<Jlty is an e.x.ttaotdina1·y degree of imperfection,
striking to all the world as the most obvious corporal defect.
It not only produces all the imperfcctiollS above mentioned, and
carries them to excess; but, in addition, it gives au absurd and
dangerous turn to tho inclinations.
The sensibility of a maniac becomes extreme upon a certain
point, while in other respects it is quite benumbed. He seems
to have an excessive distruat, a hurtful malignity, a cessation of
every sentiment of benevolence ; he has no respect for himself
nor for others; he braves all decorum and propriety ; he is not
insensible t.o fear, nor to good treatment- he yields to firmness
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at the sam:) time that mildness makes him tmctnble; but he has
hardly any regard for the future, and can only be acted upon by
immediate means.
15th. Pecuniary Cfrcumsfanccs.-They consist of the sum
total of means, compared with the sum total of wants. Means
comprise, 1st, property, that which is possessecl ind<'pcndcntly of
labour ; 2nd, the profits of labom; 3rd, the pecuniary aids which
we may expect from onr relations and friends.
7Ja11ts depend upon four C'ircnmstancrs: 1st. Habits of expense.
What is beyond these habits is supcrflnity, what is within them
is pri.ntion. The grcatcr part of our desires exist only in the
recollection of some pa8t enjoymruL 2nd. The persons with
,vhose support we nrc charged, either by the laws or by opinion,
children, poor relations, old scn ·nnts. 3rd. Unexpected wants.
A gh-eu sum may have n much greater value at one moment than
another; if it is nceckd, for instance, for an important lawsuit,
or for a journey upon which the fate of a fan1ily depends. 4th.
Expectations of a profit, of an inheritance, &c. It is evident that
the hopes of fortunt', in proportion to their force, are true wants;
and that their loss mny affect us almost as much as that of a property already in possession.

SECTION

II.

Secondary Oi1·c1tmstancc8 wlu'cli affect Sensibility.
Authors who have v;rished to aecount for differences of sensibility have ascribed them to circumstances of which no mention
has yet been made, nz , se:x, age, rank, education, habitual occupations, climate, race, government, religion-circumstances all
very apparent, very easy to obscr,e, and very convenient for
explaining the different phenomena of sensibility. Still, they are
but secondary circumstances; I mean that in themselve~ they are
not reasons, but must be explained by the circumstances described
in the first section, which are here represented and combined;
each secondary circumstance containing in it.self many primary
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circumstances. As a matter of convenience, we speak of the
influence of sex upon sensibility ; including in that single phrase
all the primary circumstances of strength, knowledgr, firmness of
soul, perseverance, ideas of honour, sentiments of sympathy, &c.
Do we speak of the influence of rank ?-We mean by it a certain
assemblage of primary circumstances, such as the degree of knowledge, ideas of honour, connections of family, habitual occupations,
pecuniary circumstances. lt is the same with all the others.
Each of these secondary circumstances may be translated by 11'
certain number of the primary. This distinction, though essential, has not yet been analyzed. Let us pass to a more particular
examination.
1st. Sex.-The sensibility of women seems to be greater than
that of men. Their health is more delicate. They are generally
inferior in strength of body, knowledge, the intellectual faculties,
and firmness of soul. Their moral and religious sensibility is
more lively; sympathies and antipathie~ have a greater empire
over them. The honour of a woman consists more in modesty
and chastity; that of man in probity and courage. The religion
of a woman more easily dt1viates towards suprrstition ; that is,
towards minute observances. H er affections for her own children
are stronger during their whole life, and especially during their
early youth. Women are more compassionate for those whose
sufferings they see; and the very pains they take to relieve them
form a new bond of attachment. :But their benevolence is locked
up in a narrower circle, and is less governed by the principle of
utility. It is rare that they embrace in their affections the wellbeing of their country, much less that of mankind; and the
interest which they take in a party deptnds almost always upon
some private sympathy. There enters into all their attachments
and antipathies more of caprice and imagination ; while men have
more regard to personal interests or public, utility. Their habitual
amusements . are more quiet and sedentary. On the whole,
woman is better fitted for the family, and man for matte.rs out of
doors. The domestic economy is best placed in the hands of the
women ; the principal management of .affairs in those of the men.
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2nd. Age.-Each period of life acts differently upon sensibility;
but it is extremely difficult to state particulars, since the limits
of the different ages , ai-y with imlividuals, aml, in fact, are
arbitrary with rcganl to all. In considering infancy, adolescence, youth, matmity, decline, aucl decrepitude as dinsions of
human life, we cau only speak of them ,agucly, :md in general
terms. The different imperfections of rniud, which we have
mentioned, are so striking in infancy, that it needs a vigilant and
cqnstant protection. Tho aHi,ctions of adolescence and early
,onth nrc prompt ancl lirnly, but arc seldom governed by tho
infociplc of prudence. 'l'hc legislator is obliged to protect this
age from the errors iuto which the m:mt of experience or the
\·frae:ity of the pas:;ions axe apt to lead it. As to decrepitude, in
many n 'sped ,, it ii; only a return to the imperfections of infancy.
3rd. R m1k.-This circumstance depends so much for its effects
upon the polit:cal constitution of states, that it is almost impossible to announce any proposition with respect to it which is
universally true. In general it mny bo i;aid thu.t the amount of
sensibility is grcatc1· iu the upper mnks than in the lower; the
ideas of ltonom in piu -ticular arc more prcclomin:mt.
4th. Education.-Health, strength, robustness, may be referred
to physical education ; to httellectuat education belong the amount
of knowledge, its kind, and, to a certain degree, firmness of soul,
and pe1·sc,eranee; to 1110ml ecfocati:on appertain the bent of the
inclinations, tho ideas of honour and religion, the sentiments of
sympathy, &c. To education in general may be referred the
habitual occupatious, amusements, attachments, habits of expense,
and 11ccuniary resources. llut whEln we speak of education, we
ought not to forget that its influence in all these respects is so
modified, either by a concunence of extemal circumstances or by
natmal disposition, that it is ofte:n impossible to calculate its
effect.a .
. 5th. Habitual OCCI/IJ)ations, whether of profit or of amusement
and choice. They influence all the other causes-health, strength,
knowledge, inclinations, ideas of honour, sympathies, antipathies,
fortune, &c. Thus ,ve see common traits of character in certain
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professions, especially in those ,vhich constitute a class or condition, such as ecclesiastics, soldiers, sailors, lawyers, magistrates, &c.
6tl1. Cli111ate.-Formerly too much was attributed to this cause;
it has since been underrated. What renders this examination
difficult, is the circumstance that a comparison of nation with
n,it ion r./Ul only he mrulo as t o some great fucts, which may be
explained in different \\' ays. It seems to uc proYcd that in warm
climates men arc less strong, less robust ; they haYe less need to
laboui·, because the earth is more fertile ; they are more indined
to the pleasures of love, a 1n1ssion which iu those latitudes manifests itself earlier, and with more ardoLu-. All their sensibili!ies
arc quicker ; their imagination is moro liYely; their spirit is more
prompt, but less Yigorous ancl less 1>crse,cring. '! 'heir habitual
occupations announce more of indofonce than of aefa;ty. They
ha,o probably at their birth a physical organir.atiou lcss ,; gorous,
and a temperament of soul less firm and less constant.
7th. R(tcc.- 1\.. nrgro bom in F rnnc:c or England is iu mnny
respects a different being from a child of the l:' ronch or English
race. A Spanish child born in )fcxico or l'cru at tho horn- of its
birth is very different from a Mexican or l'cru,iau chilcl. The
race may perhaps have an influence upon that natul'al disposition,
which serves as a foundation for all the rest. · Afterwards it
operates much more sensibly upon the moral ancl religious bias,
upon the sympathies and nnti1iathies.
8th. Govemmiint.- This circumstance: exercises an influence of
the same sort with that of education. 'r he magistrate mar be
considered as a national instructor; and under a vigilant and
attentive government the particular preceptor, even the father
himself, is but a deputy, a substitute for tho magistrate, with this
difference, that the authority of the father has its limit, while
that of the magistrate extends through the whole life,
The influence of this cause is immense ; · it extends to almost
everything ; in .fact, it embraces everything except temperament,
race, and climate; for even health may depend upon it in many
respects, so far as relates to regulations of police, the abundance
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of provisions, and the removal of apparent causes of disease.
'.1.'he method of education, the plan followed in the disposal of
offices, and the scheme of rewards and punishments, will determine in a groat measure the physical and moral qualities of a
nation.
Under a government "·ell constituted, or only well administc-red,
though with a bad constitution, it will be seen that men arc
generally more governed b)' honour, and that honour is placed in
actions more confonnetl to public ntility. R eligious sensibility
will be more exempt from fanaticism and intolerance, more free
from superstition and servile rc,ercnco. A common sentiment
of patriotism spring;. up. l\len perceiYe the existence of a
national interest. Enfeebled factions will sec ancient rallying
signs lo5ing their power. The popular affection will be rather
directed towards the magish·ate t.han towards the heads of a
party, and townrds the whole country rather than towards anything else. Private rcYcnge will neither be protracted, nor will
it spread tlu:ough society; the national taste will be directed
towards useful expenses, such as voyages of discovery, the perfecting of agriculture, improvements in the sciences, and the
embellishment of the country. There will be perceptible, even in
the llroductions of human genius, a general disposition to discuss
with calmness import.ant questions of public good.
9th. R eligious P.rofession.-Wc may derive from this som·cc
pretty clear indications with 1·cspect to religious sensibility,
i;ywpathy, ai1ti1mthy, uud Uw ideas of honour and virtue. In
certain cases we may even judge of the intelligonce, the strength
or weakness of mind, and the dispQsition of an individual from
the sect to which he belongs. I admit that it is common to
profess in public, from moti ,es of l)om·enience or good breeding,
religious opinions which arc not very sincerely entertained.
:But in these cases the influence of religious profession, though
weakened, is not destroyed. E arly habits, the ties of society,
the power of example, continue to operate even after the principle upon which they are founded ceases to exist.
The man who at heart has ceased to be a J ew, a Q~aker, an
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Anabaptist, a Calvinist, or a Lutheran, will still ,be apt to rctoin
a partiality for those of the denomination to which he nominally
belongs, and a corresponding antipathy for those of every other.

SECTIOX

III.

Practical appli:cation of tkia Theory.
We cannot calculate the motion of a ve!lsel without knowing
the circumstances which influence her sailing, such as the force
of the wind, the resistance of the water, the blodel of tho hull,
the weight of the lading, &c. In like manner we cannot opcratt1
with any certainty upon a question of legislation without considering all the circumstances which affect the sensibility.
I confine myself here to what concerns the pclllll code. In all
its pn.rts a scrupulous attent.ion to this diversity of circumstances
is necessary.
1st. To ascertain tlic E,vil of an Offimce.-The snme nominal
offence is not in fact the same real offence, when the sensibility
of the injured individual is not the same. An action, for i>xample,
might be a serious insult to a woman, which to a man would be
wholly indifferent. A corporal injury, which, if done to an
invalid, would put his life in danger, would be of little comparative consequence to a man in full health. An imputation
which might ruin the honour or the fortune of one individual
might do no harm to another .
.2nd. To 91:ve a proper Satisj'ac#on fo the Individual injure,l.Where the sensibility is different, the same nominal satisfaction
is not the same real satisfaction. A pecuniary satisfaction for au
affront might be agreeable or offensive, according to the rank of
the person affronted, according to his forrtune, or according to prevailing prejudices. Am I insulted ?-my pardon, publicly asked,
would be a sufficient satisfaction on the part of my superior, or
my equal; but not so on the part of my inferior..
3rd. To estimate the forco of Punishments and their Impression
upon .Delinquents.- When the sensibility is essentially different,
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the same nominal punishment is not the same real punishment.
Exile is not tho same thing to a young man and to an old man;
to a bachelor and to tho father of a family; to an artisan who bas
no means of subsistence out of his country, and to a rich man
who ,,ould only fiud himself obliged to change the scene of his
pleasures. Imprisonment would not be an equal punishment for
a mau and for a woman, for an inYali(l aucl for a person in health;
for a rich man whose family would not suffer in his nbscncc, and
for onu who lfrcs only by his labour, and who would lea,c his
children in distress.
4th. To tra11spla11t a La.w from one Country to anotlicr.-Tho
same nJrbnl law would not be the same real law, if the sensibility
of the two nations was essentially different. .A. law on which
depends the hnppiucs.s of European families, transported into
Asia, \\·ould become tho scourge of society. ·women in J~urope
arc accustomell to enjoy liberty, and even a sort of domestic
cmpiro ; women in Asia arc prep:u·cd by their education for the
imprisonment of the semglio, and even fol' servitude. Mun·iage
is not a contract of the same kind in :Europe and in the E ast;
and, if it were submitted to the same laws, the unhappiness of all
parties would certainly ensue.
J.'/1e same punis/imcnls, it is sai<l, for tlw same offeiicll8. This
adage has an nppcarnnce of justice nnd impartiality which seduces
the superficial observer. 'l'o give it n 1·easonable sense, we must
• determine beforehand what is meant by the same punishments
and the same ottenecs. .An iuiicxiblc law, a law which should
regard neither age, nor for tune, nor rank, nor education, nor the
moral and religious prcjndices of inclividuals, would be doubly
vicious, at once inefficacious and tyraunical. Too severe for one,
too indulgent for another ; always failing through excess or deficiency; under the appearance of equality, it conceals an inequality the most monstrous.
When a man of great wealth, and another of a moderate con• ,
dition, are condemned in the same fine, is the punishment the
same ? Do they suffer the same evil ? Is not the manifest
inequality of this treatment rendered yet more odious by its de-
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lusive equality? And does not the law fnil in its object; since
the one may lose all his resources of living, while the other pnys,
and walks off in triumph? Let a robust youth and a wenk old
man be both condemned to wenr irons for the same number of
yenrs-a reasoner skilful in obscming the most evident truths
might unrlertake to prove the equality of this punishment; but
the people, who are little given to sophistry, the people, faithful
to nature and to sentiment, would fed an internal murmuring of
spirit at the sight of such injustice; ancl their indignation,
changing its object, would pass from the criminal to the judge,
and from the judge to the legislator.
There are some specious objections which I do not wish to dissemble. " How is it possible to take account of all tho circumstances which influence the sensibility? How can wo appreciate
internal and secret dispositions, such ns strength of mind, knowleilge, inclinations, sympathies ? Row can we measure those
different qualities? Tho father of a family, in the treatment of
his children, may consult these interior dispositions, these diversities of character; but a public insb'Uctot', though chargrd with
but a limited number of pupils, cannot do it. A legislntor, who
has a numerous people in view, is obliged to confine himself still
more to general faws; and he is bound to take care how he increases their complication by descending into pnrticulars. If he
leaves to the judges tbe right of varying the application of the
laws according to the infinite diversity of circumstances and
oharaoter,5, there will bo nothing to ro?strain them from the most
arbitrary judgments. Under pretext C)f observing the true spirit
of the legislator, the judges will make the la.ws an instrument of
caprice or antipnthy."
To all this, there needs less an answer than an explanation ;
for it is rather an objection than a decisive attack. The principle
is not denied, but its application is thought to be impossible.
1st. I allow that the greater part of these differences in scnsi. bility cannot be appreciated; that it would be impossible to prove
their existence in individual cases, or to mensure their strength
and degree. :But, happily, these interior and secret dispositions
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have certain outward and m:rnifost indications. These arc tho
secondary circumstances abo~·e cuunwratcd, viz., sex, age, Nmk,
?·ace, climate, gocrrnment, education, i·eNgious profcss£01i ;-palpn.ble and evident circumstances, which represent interior dispositions.
Thus the legislator is aided as to the most difficult point. He
need not trou lilc himself with mctaj>hysical or moral qualities ;
ho may confine himself to circumstances that are obY:ious. For
('Xamplc, he directs a given punishment to be modified, not in
11ropo1tion to the s:msibility of t he cr iminal, his perseverance, his
strength of' mind, his knowledge, &c., but according to sex or a;e.
It is true that presumptions dmwu from these circumstances are
liable to error. A child of fifteen may have more knowledge
thnn a man of thirty; an indfridual woman may have more
courage or less modesty t11an nn individual man; but these presumptions arc in general j ust enough for the avoidance of tyran11ie;al l!Lws, and \\;U be sufticicnt to gain for the legislator the
suffrages of opinion.
2nd. These secondary circumstances arc not only easy to
s:;!i:r.e, but they arc fow in number, and they form general classes.
'l'hry furnish grounds of justification, of c:ctcnuation, or of aggro.rntion. 'l'hus the difficulty disappn..'lrs, and simplicity pervades
the whole.
3rd. In this there is nothing arbib·ary. It is not the judge,
it is the law which modifies such and such a punishment, according to the sex, the age, the religious profession. .As to other
circumstances of which the examination must be absolutely left
to tho j·Jdgc, as the more or less of derangement of mind, the
more or less of strength, the more or less·of fortune, the legislator,
who cannot decide upon individual cases, will direct the tribunals
by general rules, and will leave thllm a certain latitude in order
that they may proportion their judgment to the particular nature
of the circumstances.
What is here recommended is not a utopian idea. There has
scarcely been a legislator so barbarous or so stupid, as' entirely
to neglect the circumstances which influence sensibility. .A more
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or less confused feeling of them has guided the establishment of
civil and political rights; and more or less of rcgm·d to these
circumstances has always been shown in the institution of punishments. Ilence the differences which have bf'en admitted in the
ca.so of women, children, freemen, slaves, soldiers, priests, &c.
D roco seems to have been the only penallegislator who rejected
all these considerations. In his view all crimes ,vere equal,
because they were ull violations of the law. He eonclemned all
delinquents to death, without distinction. Ho confounded, ho
overturned all principles of human sensibility. His horrible work
endured but a short time ; nor is it p1·obable that his laws were
ever literally followed. Without falling into this E'xtreme, how
mauy faults of the same kind ha"fe been committed? I should
never finish were I to cite examples. It is notorious that there
have been sovereigns who ha,·e preferred to lose })rovinccs, and
to make blood flow in streams, mther than humour a particular
sensibility, rather than tolerate a custom indifferent in itself,
rather than respect an ancient prejudice in favour of a certain
dress, or a certain form of prayer.
A prince of our times,• active, enlightened, aud animated by
the desire of glory, and a wish to promote the happiness of his
subjects, undertook to reform e,erything in his tcnitoriC's; and,
in so doing, excited all to oppose him. On the eve of his death,
recalling all the vexations'hc had experienced, he wished it to be
inscribed upon his tomb, that he had been unfortunate in all his
enterprises. It would hani been well to add, for the instruction
of posterity, that he had never known how to respect and to
humour the prejudices, the inclinations, the sensibilities of men.
When a legislator studies the human heart, when he makes
provision for the different degrees, the different kinds of sensibility, by exceptions, limitations, and niitigations, these temperaments of power charm us as a paternal condescension. It is the
foundation of that approval which we give to the laws, under the
names, a little vague it is true, of humanity, equity, adaptation,
moderation, wisdom,
• Joseph II. of Austria.
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W e may hero discover a striking analogy between tho art of
the legislator and that of the physician. A catalogue of circmnstanccs which influence sensibility, is alike necessary to these
two sciences. That which distinguishes the physician from the
empiric, is an attention to everything which constitntes the particular stato of the inrli\;dual. nut it is especially in maladies
of the soul, in those whore the moral nature is affecterl, and
whore it is necessary to surmonnt injurious hnbits and to form
ne'\\' ones, that it is necessary to study c,crything which influences fbc di~position of the patient. A single error }1ere may
change all the re~nlts, so that ,vhat were intended as remedies,
may prove to be aggravations.

CHArTER X.
Analysis of Political Good and Ei:il.-How they are diffit$ed
tlwough Society.
IT is with government as with medicine; its only business is the
choice of evils. En•ry law is an evil, for every law is an infraction of liberty. Go,crnmont, I repeat it, has but the choice
of evils. In making that choice, what ought to be the object of
the legislator? Tic ought to be certain of two things: 1st, that
in every case the acts wluch he undertakes to prevent are really
evils ; and, 2nd, that these edls arc greater than those which ho
employs to prevent them.
H e has then two things to note- the evil of the offence, and
the evil of the law; the evil of the malady, and the evil of the
remedy.
An evil seldom comes alone. A portion of evil can hardly fall
upon an indindual, without sprcruling on every side, as from a
centre. As it spreads, it takes different forms. We see an evil
of one kind coming out of an evil of another kind; we e'°en see
evil coming out of good, and good out of evil. It is important
to know and to distinguish all these kinds of evil, for in this the
very essence of legislation consists. Ilut, happily, those modifi-
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cations are few in number, and their differences are strongly
marked. Three principal distinctions, and two sub-divisions,
will be enough to solve the most difficult problems.
Evil of the first order.
Evil of tlte second 01·der.
Evil of tl1e third order.
Prini-itive E vil-])erivati:ve Ecil.
Immedi'ate Evil- Consequential Evil.
Extended Ei:il-l}ivided Evil.
P ermanent Ei:i1r-Ernne:Jcent En'l.
These arc the only new terms which it will bo necessary to
employ to express the variety of forms whicJ1 evil may take.
'!'he evil resulting from a bad action may be divided into two
principal part.s :- 1st, That which falls immNliately upon such
and such assignable individuals, I call evil of tlie first order; 2nd,
That which takes its origin in the first, and spreads through the
enti,t·c community, or among an indefinite number of non-assignable individuals, I call e,;il of tlie Rcco1t<l order.
E vil of the first order may be distinguished into two branches,
viz., ht, the primi'tive evil, which is peculiar to tho individual
injured, to the first sufferer- the person, for example, who is
beat.en or robbed; 2nd, the dcrivat-ive erit, that which falls upon
certain assignable individuals, as a consequence of the primitive
evil, by reason of some relation between them and the first sufferer, whether it be a relation of personal interest or merely of
sympathy.
E vil of the second order may also be distinguished into two
branches: 1st, alarm : 2nd, da11ger. Alarm is a positive pain, a
pain of apprehension, the apprehension of sufforing the same evil
which we see has already fallen upon another. Danger is the
probability that a primitive evil will :produce other evils of the
same kind.
Those two branches of evil are closely connected, yet they aro
/!O distinct as to be capable of a separate existence. There may
be alarm where there is no danger, there may be danger where
there is no alarm. We may be frightened at a conspiracy purely
E
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imaginary ; we may remain secure in tho midst of a conspiracy
ready to break out. But, commonly, alarm and danger go
together, as natural effects of tho same cause. The evil that has
happened makes us anticipate other evils of the same kind, by
rendering them probable. 1'he evil that has happened produces
danger; dangorproduces alarm. A bad action is dangerous as an
example ; it prepares tho way for other bad actions-1st, lly suggesting the idea of their commission; 2nd, lly augmenting the
force of temptation.
Let us follow the train of thought which may pass in the mind
of au individual when he hears of a successful robbery. Perhaps
he did not know of this means of subsistence, or never thought of
it. Example acts upon him like instruction, and gives him the
first idea of resorting to the same expedient. J{c: secs that the
thing is possible, provided it be well managed; and, executed by
another, it appears to him less difficult and less perilous than it
really is. Example is a track which guides him along where he
no,cr would haYe dared to be t.he first explorer. Such an example
has yet another effect upon him, not less remarkable. It weakens
the strength of the motives which restrain him. The fear of the
laws loses a. part of its force so long as the culprit remains unpunished ; the fear of shame diminishes in the same degree,
because he socs accomplices who atford him an assurance against
tho misery of being utterly despiwd. This is so true, that
wherever robberies arc frequent and unpunished, they are as little
a matter of shame as any other means of acquisition. The early
Greeks had no sc1111)les about thero ; they are gloried in by the
.AJ:abs of the present day.
Let us apply this theory. You have been beaten, wounded,
insulted, aud robbed. The amount of your personal sufferings,
so far as they relate to you alone, forms the prim£tive evil. :But
you have friends, and sympathy makes them share your pains.
You have a ,vife, children, parents; a pru-t of the in~"llity which
you have suffered, of the affront to which you have been subjected,
falls upon them. You have creditors, and the loss you have
experienced obliges them to wait. .All these persons suffer a less
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or greater evil, derivatfre from yours ; and these two portions of
e'ril, yours and theirs, compose together the evil of t!te first order.
But this is not all. The news of the robbery, with all its circumstances, spreads from mouth to mouth. An idea. of <ltmger springs
up, and alarni along with it. This alarm is greater or less,
according to what is known of the character of the robbers, of
the personal injuries they have inflicted, of their means aud their
number; according as we are near the place or distant from it;
according to our strength and courage; according to our peculiar
circumstances, such as travelling alone, or with a family, canying little money with us, or being intrutilcd w iLh valuable cffcuLo.
This danger and alarm constitute tho evil of tlte second order.
If tho evil which has been done to you is of a nature to spread
of itself-for example, if you have been defamed by an imputation which envelops a class of individunls more or less numerous, it is no longer an evil simply private, it becomes an
extended evil. It is augmented in proportion to the number of
those who participate in it.
If the money of which you were robbed did not Lelong to
you, but to a society, or to the State, the loss would be a tlivided
evil. This case differs from the former in the important circumstance, that here, the evil is diminished in proportion to the
number among whom it is shared.
If, in consequence of the wound you have received, you suffer
an additional evil distinct from the first, such as the abandonment of a lucrative business, the loss of a marriage, or the
failure to obtain a profitable situation, that is a consequential
evil A permanent evil is that which, once done, cannot be
remedied, such as an irreparable personal injury, an amputation,
death, &c. An evanescent evil is that which may pass away
altogether, such as a wound which lD.Ay be healed, or a loss
which may be entirely made up.
These distinctions, though partly new, a.re far from being useless subtilties. It is only by their mea.Ds that we can appreciate
the difference of malignity in different offences, and regulate
accordingly the p1·oportion of punishment.
E
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This analysis will furnish us a moral criterion, a means of
decomposing human actions, as we decompose the mixed metals,
in order to discover their intrinsic value, and their precise
quantity of alloy:.
If among bad actions, 01· those reputed to be so, there are some
which cause no alarm, what a difference between these act.ions
and those which do cause it ! The primitive en.I affects but a
single individual; the dcrirnti,c e,il can extend only to a small
number ; but the cYil of the second order may embrace thew hole
of society. Let a fanatic commit an assnssination on account of
what he calls heresy, and the cYil of the second order, espC'cially
the alarm, may exceed many million times the e,ilofthe first order.
There is a great class of offences of which the entire evil consists in danger. I refer to those actions which, without injuring
any particular individual, are injurious to society at large. L et
us take, for nn example, an offence against justice. The bad
conduct of a judge, of an accuser, or a witness, causes a criminal
to be acquitted. H ere is doubt less an evil, for here is a clange1·;
the danger that impunity will hai·den the offender, and excite
him to the commission of new crimes; the danger of encouraging
other offenders by the example and the success of the first. Still,
it is probable that this clanger, great as it is, will escape the
attention of the public, ancl that those who by the habit of 1·cflection arc capable of perceiving it, will not clerive from it any
alarm. They do not fem: to see it realized upon anybody.
But the importance of these distinctions can only be percei,ed
in their development. We shall presently see a particular application of them.
If we carry our 'l>-iews still further, we shall discover another
evil, which may result from an offence. When the alarm reaches·
a certain point, and lasts a long tirne, the eEect is not limited to
the passive faculties of man; it extends to his active iaculties;
it deadens them ; it throws them into a state of tol'por and decrepitude. Thus, when vexations and depredations have become
habitual, the discouraged labourer only works to save himself
from starvation; he seeks in idleness the only consolation which
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his misfortunes allow; industry fails with hope, and bmmblcs
gain possession of the most fertile fields. This branch of evil is

the evil of tlw tMrd order.
Whether an evil happens by human agency, or whether it
results from an event purely physical, all these distinctions are
equally applicable.
H appily, this power of propagation and of diffusion docs not
appertain to evil only. Good has the same prerogatives. Follow
an analogous division, and you will s~c coming out of a good
action, a goocl of tlw first 'order, di visible into primitive and derivative; and a good, of the seoo1ul order, which ).)l'Oduees a certain
degrco of confidence and security.
The good of tl1e thir<l order is manifested in that energy, that
gaiety of heart, that ardour of action, which rcmuneratory motives
alone inspire. Man, animated by this sentiment of j oy, finds in
himself a strength which he did not suspect.
'l'ho propagation of good is less rapid and less sensible than that
of evil. The seed of good is not so productive in hopes as tho
seed of evil is fruitful in alarms. Bt1t this difference is abundantly made up, for good is a necessary result of natural causes
which operate always; while evil is produced only by accident,
and at intervals.
Society is so constitut.cd that, in labouring for our particular
good, we labour also for the good of the whole. We cannot
augment our own moans of enjoyment without augmenting also
the mP.nns of othera. Two nations, lilrn two individuals, grow
rich by a. mutual commerce ; and all exchange is founded upon
reciprocal advantages.
It is fortunate also that the effects of evil are not always evil
They often assume the contrary quality. Thus, juridical punishments applied to offences, although they produce an evil of the
first order, are not generally regarded as evils, because they produce a good of the second order. They produce alarm and danger,
- but for whom? Only for a class of evil-doers, who are voluntary sufferers. Let them obey the laws, and they will be exposed
neither to danger nor alarm.
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·we should never be able to subjugate, howe'l"er imperfectly,
the vast empire of evil, hnd we not learned the method of combating one evil by another. It has been necessary to enlist
auxiliaries among pains, to oppose other pains which attack us 0:1
e,·ery side. So, in the art of cming pains of anoth<:r sort, poisons
well applied have proved to be 1·cmedies..

CJIA.rTER XL
Reasons for crectin,q certain .Acta £11to Offe11ccs.
WE have made an analysis of evil.

That analysis shows us that
there are nets from which there results more of onl than of good.
It is acts of this nature, or at least acts reputed to be such, that
legislators have prohibited.. A prohibited act is what we call an
ofj'e11r.e.. To cause these prohibitions to be respected, it is necessary to establish punislimcnts.
Dut is it necessary to erect certain acts into offences? or, in
other words, is it necessary to subject them to legal punishmenfa1?
'What a question! I s not all the world agreed on this matter?
Why seek to prove a truth universally acknowledged, and so
firmly rooted in the minds of men?
Doubtless, all tho world is agreed upon this matter. Ilut on
what is their agreement founded ? Ask his reasons of every man
who assents, and you will sec a strange diversity of sentiments
and principles ; and that not only among the people, but nmong
philosophers. Will it be a waste of time to seek out some uniform
basis of consent upon a subject so important?
The agreement which actually exists is only founded upon
prejudices, which vary according to times and places, customs
and opinions. I have always been told that such an action is a
crime, and I think that it is so ; such is the guide of the people,
and even of legislators. Dut, if usage has erect.ed innocent actions
into crimes; if it has made trifling offences to be considered as
grave ones, and grave ones as trifling; if it has varied everywhere, it is plain that usage ought to be subject.eel to some rule,
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and ought not to be faken as a rule itself. Let usappP,al, then, to
the principle of utility. It will confirm the decrees of prejudice
when they are just; it will annul them when they are wrong.
I suppose myself a stranger to all the common appellations of
vice and virtue. I am called upon to consider human actions
only with relation to their good or bad effects. I open two
accounts; I pass to the account of pure profit all the pleasures, I
pass to the account of loss all the paius. I faithfully weigh the
interests of all parties. The man whom prejudice brands as
vicious, and he whom it extols as virtuous, arc, for the moment,
equal in my eyes. I wish to judge prejudice itself; to weigh
all actions in a new balance, in orµer to form a catalogue of
those which ought to be permitted, and of those which ought to
be forbidden. 'l'his operation, which appears at first so com1>licatcd, is rendered easy by the distinction between evils of the
.first, second, and third orders.
.Am I to examine an act which attacks the security of an
individual? I compare all the pleasure, or, in other words, all
the profit, which results to the author of the act, with all the
evil, or all th~ loss, which results to the party injured. I sec at
once that the evil of the fir.st order sm-passcs the good of the fit'l't
order. Ilut I do not stop there. 'l'he action wider consideration
produces throughout society danger n.nd alarm. The evil which
at first was only individual spreads everywhere, under the form
of fear. The pleasure resulting from the action belongs solely to
tho actor; the pain reaches a thousand-ten thousand- all.
This disproportion, already prodigious, appears infinite upon
passing to the evil of the third order, :tnd considering that, if tho
act in question is not suppressed, there will result from it a
universal and durable discouragement, a cessation of labour, and,
at last, the dissolution of society.
I will now run through the strongoot of our desires, those
whose satisfaction is accompanied with the greatest pleasures;
and we shall see that, when brought about at the e~--pense of
security, their gratification is much more fertile in evil than in good.
I. In the fust place let us consider the passion of hatred.
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This is the most frui_tful cause of assaults upon the honour and
the person. I have conceived, no matter why, an enmity against
you. Passion bewilders me. I insult you ; I humble you; I
wound you. 'l'he sight of your pain makes me experience, at
least for a tim~', a feeling of pleasure. lint, even for that time,
can it be bclie"l'ecl that the pleasmc which I taste is equivalent
to the pain you suffer ? If every atom of your pain separately
painted itself in my soi11, is it probable that each con cspondi11g
atom of my pleasure would appear to haYe an equal intensitr?
In fact, only some scattering atoms of your pain present themseh-cs to my troublcu and disordered imagination. }' or you,
none is lost ; for me, t he greater part is completely thrown aw·ay:
But this pleasure, such as it is, soon betrays its natural impurity.
Hmnanity, a principle not to bo cntfrcly quenched, even in the
most sarnge sonls, \Yakcs up a secret remors<'. Fears of evet'Y
kind, the fem· of ,engeance on your part, or on the part of those
connected with you ; fear of public disapprobation ; and, if any
i;parks of religion arc left to me, religious fears ;-feal'S of all
kinds come to tt-oublc my security and to disturb my triumph.
Passion has died away, tho pleasure of its gratification vanishes,
and an inward reproach succeeds. But on your side the pain
still continues, and may haYe a long duration. This is the case,
even with trifling wounds, which time may cicatrize. How will
it be when tho injury is incurable in its nature ?-when limbs·
have been maimed, features disfigured, or faculties destroyed ?
Weigh the evils-their intensity, their duration, their consequences; measure them under all their dimensions, and you will
see that in every sense the pleasure is inferior to the pain.
Let us now pass to the effects of the second order. The news
of your misfortune instils the poison of fear into every soul.
Every man who has an enemy, or who may have an enemy, contemplates with terror what the passion of hate may inspire.
Among feeble beings, who have so much to dispute about, and so
many causes of mutual envy, among whom a thousaml littlerivalries exoit.e as many causeless hostilities, the spirit of revenge
holds forth a succession of endless evils.
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Thus, every act of cruelty produced by a passion, the principle
of which exists in every heart, and from which everybody is
exposed to suffer, creates an alarm, which will continue until the
punishment of the culprit has transferred tho danger to the side
of injustice, and of cruel enmity. This alarm is a suffering
common to all ; and there is a.noth01· suffering resulting from it,
which we onght. not to forgAt,-thnt pain of sympathy felt by
generous hearts at the sight of such aggressions.
II. If we examine the actions which may spring from that imperious motive, that desire to which natw·e.has intrustcd the perlletuation of the species, wo shall sec that, when it attacks tho
security of the person, or of the domestic condition, the good
which results from its gratification ca1mot be comp:u-ed to the
evil it produces.
I speak here only of that attack which manifestly compromits
the security of the person, viz., 1·ayishmcnt. It is useless by a
gross and puerile pleasantry to deny the existence of this
crime, or to diminish the horror of it. Whatever may be said, it
is certain that women the most. prodigal of their favours do not
love to have them snatched by a brutal fury. But, in this case,
the greatness of the alarm renders all discussion of tho primitive
evil unnecessary. However it may be of the actual offence, tho
possible offence will always be an object of te1Tor. 'l'he more
universal the desire which gives rise to this offence, the greater
ruid more violent is the alarm. In times when the laws haYe not
had sufficient power to repress it, when mnnncrs have not been
sufficiently regulated to brand it, it produced acts of vengeance
of which history has preserved the recollection. Whole nations
have interested themselves in the quarrel; and hatreds originating
in this source have been transmitt€d from fathers to their children.
It is po~ble that the close confinement of women, unknown
among the Greeks in the time of H omer, owes its origin to an
epooh of troubles and revolutions, when the feebleness of the
laws had multiplied disorders of this kind, and spread a general
terror.
III. With respect to the motive of cupidity,-if we compare
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the pleasure of acquiring by a violation of another's rights with
the pain which such a proceeding occasions, they will not prove
to be equivalents. It is true there arc cases in which, if we confine ourseh-es to the effects of the first order, the good will ba,e
an incontestable preponderance over the evil. ·were the offence
considered only under this point of view, it "'ould not be easy to
assign any good reasons to justify the rigour of the laws. Everything depends upon the evil of the second order; it is this which
gfres to such actions the character of crime, and which makes
punishment necessary. Let us take, for example, the physical
desire of satisfying hunger. Lot a beggar, pressed by hunger,
steal from a rich man's house a loaf, which perhaps stwes him
from starving,-ean it be possible to compare the good which the
thief acquires for himself, with tho onl which the rich man
suffers? The same is t111e of less striking examples. Lot a man
pillage the public treasury; ho enriches himself and impo,erishes
nobody. The wrong which he docs to individuals is reduced to
impalpable parts. It is not on account of the evil of the first
order that it is necessary to erect these actions into offences, but
on account of tho eYil of the second order.
If the pleasure whic:h attends the satisfaction of such powerful
desires as hatred, the sexual appetite, and hunger, when that
satisfaction runs counter to tho interests of others, is not equal to
the pain ,vhich it causes, the disproportion will appear much
greater, as respects motiYos less actiw and strong.
The desire of sclf-prescn·ation is the only one beside which
seems to demand a separate examination.
If the question relates to an e'\>i.l which the laws themselves
seek to impose upon an individual, this can only be for some very
pressing reason, such as the necessity of carrying into execution
punishments ordained by the tribunals, punishments without
which there would be no security and no government. Now, if
the desire of escaping an evil of this sort be gratified, the law, to
the same extent, will be rendered inefficient. It appears, then,
that the evil resulting from this satisfaction is that which results
from the inefficien~y of _the laws, or, what atn()unts to the. same
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thing, from the non-existence of laws. But the evil which
results from the non-existence of laws is, in fact, an asscmblnge
of all the different evils which the laws are established to prevent;
that is to say, of all the evils which men are liable to experience
on the part of other men. It is true that a single triumph over
the laws, obtained in this way by an individual, is not sufficient
to ~hnkA t.hA whnlA i::pt.em ; n1:1vertheless, every cxamplo of this
kind is a symptom of weakness, a step towards destruction.
There results, then, from it an evil of the second order, an alarm,
at least a danger; and, if the laws connive at this evasion, they
will do it in contradiction to their own aim. In order to escape
one evil, they ,vill admit another, much more than its equivalent.
There remains the case in which an individual repels an evil to
which the laws have not chosen to subject him. If they have
not chosen to subject him to it, they do not wish him to submit
to it. To repel this evil is itself a good. It is possible that, in
making efforts to preserve himself from it, the individual in
question may do an evil more than equivalent to this good. Is
the evil ho does in his own defence confined to what is necessary
for that object, or does it go beyond ? What is the proportion of
the em which he doC's to the evil ho avoids? Is it equal, greater,
or less? Would the evil he has avoided have been suso<.'ptiblc of
compensation if, instead of defending himself by a method so
costly, he had preferred to submit to it for a time? These arc
questions of fact, which the law ought to take into consideration,
before establishing in <let.ail the regulations of selfcdefence. Itis
a subject which belongs to that part of the penal code which
treats of the means of justification or extenuation in regard to
offences committed. It is sufliciont to observe here that in all
these cases, though there is, in fact, an evil of the first order, yet
all the evil which an individual may d<> in self-defence produces
no alarm and no danger. Other men have nothing to fear, unless
they first commence an illegal attack.
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CHA.P'l'ER XII.
T ltc Limits wl1icli, separate Morals from L egislation.
l\fonAUTY in general is the art of directing the actions of men in
such a way as to produce the greatest possible sum of good.

Legislation ought to have precisely the same object.
J3ut although these two arts, 01· rather sciences, have the same
end, they differ greatly in extent. All actions, whether public
or printte, fall under the jurisdiction of morals. It is a guide
which leads the indi,-idual, as it were, by the hand through all
the details of his life, nll his relations with his fellows. Legislation cannot do this; nnd, if it could, it ought not to exercise a
continual interference and dictation over the conduct of men.
Morality commands each indindual to do all that is advantageous to the community, his own personal ad.antage included.
But there arc many acts useful to the community which legislation ought not to command. There arc also many injurious
actions which it ought not to forbid, although morality docs so.
In a word, legislation has the same centre with morals, but it has
not the same circumference.
There arc two reasons for this difference : 1st. Legislation can
ha,e no direct influence upon the conduct of men, except by
punishments. Now these punishments are so many evils, which
are not justifiablP. exl'.Ppt. so fi1r fl..~ there results from them a
greater sum of good. But, in many cases in which we might
desire to strengthen a moral precept by a punishment, the evil of
the punishment would be greater than the evil of the offence,
The means necessary to carry the law into execution would be of
a nature to spread through society a degree of alarm more injurious
than the evil intended to be preventeil.
2nd. Legislation is often arrested by the danger of overwh~lming the innocent in seeking to punish the guilty. Whence comes
this danger ? From the difficulty of defining an offence, and
giving a clear and precise idea of it. For example, hard-heartedness, ingratitude, perfidy, and other vices which the popular
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sanction punishes, cannot come under the power of the law, unless
they are defined as exactly as theft, homicide, or perjury.
Ilut, the better to distinguish the t111e limits of morals and
legislation, it will be well to refer to the common classification of
moral duties.
Private morality regulates the actions of men, either in that
part of their conduct in which they alone are interested, or in
that which may affect the interests of others. The actions which
affect a man's individual interest compose a class called, perhaps
improperly, duties to ouraelces; and the quality or disposition
manifested in the accomplishment of those duties receives the
name of prudence. That part of conduct which relates to others
composes a class of actions called dtit?'es to otliers. Now there are
two ways of consulting the happiness of others : the one negative,
abstaining from diminishing it ; the other positive, labouring to
augment it. The first constitutes probity; the second is beneficence.
Morality upon these three points neecls the aid of the law;
but not in the same degree, nor in tho same manner.
I. The rules of prudence are almost always sufficient of themselves. If a man fails in what regards his particular private
interest, it is not his ,vill which is in fault, it is his understanding. If he does ,vrong, it can only be through mistake. The
fear of hurting himself is a motive of repression sufficiently
strong ; it would be useless to add to it the fear of an artificial
pain.

Doc; any one object, that facts show the contrary? That
excesses of play, those of intemperance, the illicit int:ercourse
between the sexes, attended so often by the greatest dangers,
are enough to prove that individuals have not always sufficient
prudence to abstain from what hurts them ?
Confining myself to a general reply, I answer, in tho :first place,
that, in the greater part of these cases, punishment would be so
easily eluded, that it would be inefficacious; secondly, that the
evil produced by the penal law would be much beyond the evil
of the offence.
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Suppose, for example, that a legislator should feel bim!!elf
authorized to undertake the extirpation of drunkenness and fornication by direct laws. He would have to begin by a multitude
of regulations. '.l'hc first inconvonioncc would therefore be a
complexity of laws. The easier it is to conceal these vices, the
more necessary it would be to resort to severity of punishment,
in order to destroy by the terror of examples the constantly recurring hope of impunity. '!'his excessive rigour of laws forms
a second inconvenience not less grave than tho first. The difficulty of procuring proofs would be such, that it would be neccsSfilT to encourage informers, and to entertain an army of spies.
This necessity forms a third inconvenience, greater than either of
the others. Let us compare the results of good and evil. Offences
of this nature, if that name can be properly given to imprudences,
produce no ahmn; but the preronded remedy would spread a univot'Sal tenor ; innocent or guilty, every one would foar for himself or his connexions; suspicions and accusations would 1·ender
society dangerous; we should fly from it; we should involve
ourselves in mystery and concealment; we should shun all tho
disclosures of confidence. Instead of suppressing one vice, the
laws ,vould produce other Yiccs, now and more dangerous.
It is true that example may reudor certain excesses contagious;
and that an evil which would be almost imperceptible, if it acted
only upon a small number of individuals, may become important
by its extent. All that the legislator can do in reference to
offences of this kind is, to submit them to some slight punishment in caRcs of scandalous noto1-i.ety. This will be sufficient to
give them a taint of illegality, which will excit.e the popular
sanction against them.
It is in cases of this kind that legislators have governed too
much. Instead of trusting to the prudence of individuals, they
have treat~d them like children, or slaves. They have .suffered
themselves to be carried away by the same passion which has
influenced the founders of religious orders, who, to signalize their
authority, and through a littleness of spirit, have held their subjects in the most abject dependence, and have traced for them,
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day by clay, and moment by moment, their occupations, their
food, their rising up, their lying down, ancl all the petty details
of their life. There are celebrated codes, in which are fonnd a
multit.ude of clogs of this sort; there arc useless restraints upon
marriage ; punishments decreed against celibacy; sumpt.uary
laws regulating the fashion of dress, the expense of festivals, the
furniture of houses, ancl the ornaments of women; there are
numberless details about aliments permitted or forbidden; about
ablutions of such or such a kind ; about the purifications which
health or cleanliness require ; and a thousand similar puerilities,
which add, to all the inconvenience of useless restraint, that of
besotting the pco1)lc, by covering these absurdities with a ,cil of
mystery, to disguise their folly.
Yet more unhappy are the States in which it is attempted to
maintain by penal laws a uniformity of religious opinions. The
choice of their religion ought to be referred entirely to the prudence of indfriduals. If they are persuaded that their eternal
hap1)iness depends upon a ce1iain form of worship or a certain
belief, what can a legislator oppose to an inte1-est so great? It
i,3 not necessary to insist upon this truth-it is generally acknowledged ; but, in tracing the boundaries of legislation, I cannot
forget those which it is the most important not to overstep.
·A.£, a general rule, the greatest possible latitude should bo left
to individuals, in all cases in which they can injure none but
themselves, for they are the best judges of their own interests.
If they deceive themselves, it is to be supposed that the moment
they discover their error they will alter their conduct. The
power of the law need intcrfe1-e only to prevent them from
injuring each other. It is there that restraint is necessary; it is
there that the application of punishments is truly useful, because
the 1-igour exercised upon an individual becomes in such a cnse
the security of all.
II. It is true that there is a natural connection between prudence and probity; for our own interest, well understood, will
never leave us without motives to ab3tain from injuring our
fellows.
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Let us stop a moment at this point. I say that, independently
of religion and the laws, we always have some natural motivesthat is, motives derived from our own interest for consulting the
happiness of others. 1st. The motive of pw-e benevolence, a
sweet and calm sentiment which we delight to experience, and
which inspires us with a repugnance to be the cause of suffering.
2nd. The motives of private affection, which exorcise their empire
in domestic life, and within the particular circle of ourintimacics.
3rd. The desire of good repute, and the fear of blame. This is a
sort of calculation of trade. I t is paying, to have credit; speaking
truth, to obtain confidence; serving, to ho i;orvcd. It is thus we
must understand that saying of a wit, that, 1/ tliere were no sucli
thing as lwnesty, it 1co1tltl be a goo<l speculatitm to invent it, as a
means of 1m1kin9 one's fortune.
A man enlightened as to his own interest will not indulge
himself in a secret offence through fear of contracting a shameful
habit, which sooner or later will betray him ; and because the
having secrets to conceal from the prying curiosity of mankind
leaves in the heart a sediment of disquiet, which corrupts every
pleasure. All he can acquire at the expense of security cannot
make up for the loss of that; and, if he desires a good reputation,
the best guarantee he can ha,e for it is his own esteem.
But, in order that an indindual should perceive this connection
between the interests of others and his own, he needs an enlightened spirit and a heart free from seductive passions. The
grearor part c;,f ml.'n have neither sufficient light, sufficient
strength of mind, nor sufficient moral sensibility to place their
honesty above the aid of the laws. The legislator must supply
the feebleness of this natural interest by adding to it an artificial
interest, more steady and more easily perceived.
More yet. In many cases morality derives its existenc.e from
the law; that is, to decide whether the action is morally good
or bad, it is necessary to know whether the laws permit or forbid
it. It is so of what concerns property. A manner of selling or
acquiring, esteemed dishonest in one country, would be in-eproachable in another. It is the same with offences against the
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state. The state exists only by law, and it is impossible to say
what conduct in this behalf morality requires of us before knowing
what the legislator has docroed. There arc countries where it is
an offence to enlist into the service of a foreign power, and others
in which such a service is lawful and honourable.""
III. As to bcneficicnce some distinctions are necessary. The
law may be extended to general objects, such as the care of the
poor ; but, fur details, it is necessary to depend upon prirnte
morality. Beneficence has its mysteries, and loves best to employ
itself upon crils so unforeseen or so secret that the law cannot
reach them. Besides, it is to individual free-will that benevolence owes its energy. If tho same acts were commanded, they
would no longer be benefits, they would lose their attraction and
their essence. It is n1orality, and especially religion, which
here form the necessary complement to legislation, and the
sweetest tie of humanity.
However, instead of having done too much in this respect,
legislators have not done enough. They ought to erect into an
offence the refusal or the omission of a service of humanity when
it would be easy to render it, and when some distinct ill clearly
results from the refusal; such, for example, as abandoning a
wounded man in a solitary road without sc<.'king any assistance
for him; not giving information to a man who is ignorantly
meddling with poisons; not reaching out the hand to one who
has fallen into a ditch from which ho cannot extricate himself;
in these, and other similar cas<.'s, could any fault be found with a
punishment, exposing the delinquent to a cm:t~in degree of shame,
• Here we touch upon one of the most diJfficult of questions. If the
law is not what it ought to be ; if it openly combats tho principlo of
utility; ought we to obey it? Ought we to violate it? Ought we to
remain neuter between the law which commands an evil, and morality
which forbids it? The solution of this question favolvce consideraf;ions
both of prudence and benevolence. We ought to examine if it is more
dangerous to violate the law than to obey it ; we ought to consider
whether the probable evils of obedience are less or greater than the pro·

bable evils of disobedience.
p
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or subjecting him to a pecuniary responsibility for the evil which
he might have prevented?
I will add, that legislation might be extended further than it
is in rolation to the intcn•sts of tho inferior animals. I do not
approve the l!tws of the H indus on this subject. There are
good reasons why animals should sQ1-ve for the nourishm<:>nt of
man, and for destroying those which incommode us. W o are the
better for it, and they ill'O not th<:> wor~c ; for they have not, as
we hin'O, long :md cruel auticipat,ions of the future; and the
deat.h which they receive at our hnnds may always be rendered
less painful Urnu that which awaits them in the incYitable com·so
of natul'e. Ilut what can be said to justify the useless torments
they arc made to suffer ; the cmel caprices which arc exercised
upon them? Among the many reasons which might be given
for making criminal such gratuitous cruelti<:>s, I confine myself
to that which relates to my subject. It is a means of cultivating
a general sentiment of benernlcncr, and of rrndering men more
mild; or at least of preventing that brutal depl'avity, which,
after fleshing itself upon animals, presently demands human
suffering to satiate its appetite.""

CHAPTER XIII.
False 11Ietliods of Reasoning on tlte S1tbJect of L egisla,tion.
IT has been the object of _this introduction to give a clear iden of
the principle of utility, and of the method of reasoning conform•
able to that principle. There results from it a legislative logic,
which can be summed up in a few words. What is it to offer a
good reason with respect to a law? It is to allege tho good or
evil which the law tends to produce: so much good, so many arguments in its favour; so much evil, so many arguments against it;
remembering all the time that good and evil are nothing else
~han pleasure and pain.
• See 'B<JJrrow's Voya,e to the Co.pe oJ Good Hope, for the cruelties of
the Dutch settlers toward their cattle and their slaves.
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What is it to offer a false reaso1i? It is the alleging for or
against a law something else than its good or evil effects.
Nothing can be more simple, yet nothing is more new. It is
not the principle of utility which is now; on the contrary, that
principle is necessarily as old as the human race. All the truth
there is in morality, all the good there is in the laws, emanate
from it; but utility has often boon followed by instinct, while it
has been combatted by argument. If in books of legislation it
tlll'ows out some sparks here and there, they are quickly extinguisll<'d in the surrounding smoke. B1:cc.utu. i,; th<1 only writ,.,r
who deserves to be not.cd as M exception ; yet even in his work
there is some reasoning drawn from false sources.
It is upwards of two thousruul years since Aristotle undertook
to form, under the title of Sopltisms, a complete catalogue of the
different kinds of false reasoning. This catalog-uc, improved by
tho information which so long an interval might furnish, would
here have its 1>lacc and its use. But such an undertaking would
·c arry me too far. I shall be content with presenting some heads
of error on the subject of legislation. By means of such a contrast, the principle of utility ,vill be put into a clearer light.

1. ..ti.ntiq-uity is not a Reaso1i.
The antiquity of a law may create a prejudice in its favour; but
in itself, it is not a reason. If the law in q ucstion has contributed
to the public good, the older it is, the easier it will be to enumerat.c
it~ good effects, and to prove its utility by a direct process.
2. The ..ti.ut!UJrity of Religi<m is 1iot a Reason.
· Of lat.c, this method of reasoning has gone much out of fashion,
hut till recently its use was vrry extensive. The work of
·Algernon Sidney is full of citations from tho OU Testament; and
he futds there the foundation of a system of Democracy, us
Bossuet had found the principles of absoluLu power. Siuucy
wished to combat the partisans of divine right and passive
obedience with their own weapons.
Tf we suppose that a law emanates from the Deity, we i-uppose
that it emanates from supreme wisdom, and supreme bounty.
p 2
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Such a law, thon, can only havo for its object the most eminent
utility; nnd this utility, put into a clcnr light, will always be an
ample justification of the law.
3. R eproach of Innovation 1·8 not a R eason.
To rrjcct innovation is to reject progress: in what condition
should we be, if that principle had been always followed ? All
which exists has had a brginning; all which is established has
been innovation. Those very persons who approve a law to-day
because it is ancient, woulu ha,e opposed it ns new when it was
first introduced.
4. An Arbitrary ])e.flnition is not a R eason.
Notl1ing is more common, among jurists and political writers,
than to base their reasonings, and even to write long works, upon
a foundation of pmoly arbitrary definitions. This artifice consists in taking a word in a particular sense, foreign from its
common usage; in employing that ,vord as no one ever employed
it before ; and in puzzling the reader by an appearance of profoundness and of mystery.
Montesquieu himself has fallen into this fault in the very beginning of his work. Wishing to give a definition of law, he
proceeds from metaphor to metaphor ; he brings together tho
most discordant objects- the Divinity, the material world, superior
intelligences, beasts and men. ·w e learn, at last, that laws are
relations ; ancl eternal relations. Thus the definition is more
obscure than the thing to be defined. The word law, in its
proper sense, excites in oYcry mind a tolerably clear idea, the
word rclat£on excites no idea ut nll. Tho word law, in its figurative sense, produces nothing but equivocations; and Montesquieu,
who ought to have dissipated the darkness, has only increased it.
It is the character of a £also definition, that it can only be em•
ployed in a pnrticular way. That author, a little further on
(ch. iii.), gives another definition. Law in gener.al, he says, ia
human reason, in eo far as 1:t 901:crm all tlie people of tll,e eartli.
These terms are more fmniliar ; but no clear idea results from
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them. Is it the fact, that so many laws, contradictory, ferocious,
or absurd, and in a perpetual state of change, are always
lwmmi reason ? It would seem that reason, so far from being
tho law, is often in opposition to it.
This fu·st chapter of Montesquieu has given occasion to an
nbundance of nonsense. The brcin has been 1·ackcd in search of
metaphysical mystories, where nono in fact exist. Even Bccc111ia
has suffered himself to be carried away by this obscure notion of
relations. To interrogate a man in order to know whether he is
innocent or guilty, is to force him, he telh u!'i-, to accuse himself.
To this procedure he objects; and why? because, a.~ he says, it
is to co11/owul all rel<itions.* But whnt docs that mean? To
enjoy, to suffer, to cause enjoyment,· to cause suifering: those arc
expressions which I understand; but to follow relations and to
confound relations, is what I do not understand at all. These
abstract terms do not excite any idea in my mind; they do
not awaken any sentiment. I am absolutely indifferent about
relations;-pleamres and pains are what interest me.
Rousseau has not been satisfied with the definition of Montesquieu. He has given his owu, which be announces as a great
discovery. La11J, he says, is the expression of the general 1cill.
Tb.ere are, then, no laws except where the people ha,e spoken
in a body. There is no law except in an absolute democracy.
Rousseau has sup1>ressed, by this supreme decree, all existing laws;
and at the same time he has dcp1ived of the possibility of
exisf;ence all those which are likely to be made hereafter,-the
legislation of the republic of San )fruino alone excepted.
5. Metaphors are not lleasons.
I mean either metaphor properly so called, or allegory, used
at first for illustration or ornament, but afterwards mado tho basis
of an argument.
lllackstone, so great an enemy of all reform, that he has gone
so far as to fuid fault with the introduction of the English language into the reports of cases decided by the court.a, has neglected
• Becoa.ria, eh. xii.
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no means of inspiring his readers with the same prejudice. He
represents the lnw,;; as a castle, as a fortress, which cannot he
altered without bl'ing weakened. I allow that he docs not advance this metaphor as an argument; but why docs he employ
it? To gain possession of the imagination ; to prejudice his
rcade1-s against every icka of reform; to excite in them an artificial fear of all innovation in the laws. There remains in the
mind a false image, which produces the same cffce:t with false
reasoning. He ought to have recollected that this allegory might
be employed against himself. When they see the law turned
into a castle, i~ it not natm-al for ruined suitors to represent it as
a castle inhabited by robbers?
A man's house, say the English, is his castle. This poetical
expression is certainly no renson ; for if a man's }1ouse be his
castle by night, why not by day? If it is an inviolable asyhun
for the owner, why is it not so for cvC:'ry person whom he chooses
to rccci vc there? The course of justice is sometimC:'s interrupted
in England by this puerile notion of liberty. Criminals seem to
be looked upon like foxes; they aro suffered to ha,c their bm-ro,vs,
in order to increase tho sports of tho chase.
A church in Catholic countries is the House of God. This
metaphor has served to establish asylums for criminals. It would
be a mark of disrespect for the Dh-inity to seize by force those
who had taken refuge in his house.
Tlie balance of trade has produced a multitude of reasonings
founded upon metaphor. It has been imagined that in the course
of mutual commerce nations rose and sank like the scales of a
balance loaded with unequal weights; people have been terribly
alarmed at what appeared to them a want of equilibrium ; for it
has been supposed that what one nation gained the other must
lose, as if a weight had been transferred from one scale to ·the ·
other.
The word mothcr·cotmtry has produced a great number of prejudices and false reasonings in all questions concerning colonies
• 8 Comm. ch. xvii,
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and the parent state. Duties have been imposed upon colonies,
and they have been accused of offences, founded solely upon the
metaphor of their filial dependence.
6. A .Fiction £a not a Ilea~on.

I understand by fiction an assumed fact notoriously false, upon
which one reasons as if it were true.
The celebrated Cocceiji, tho compiler of the Code Frederic, furnishes an example of this kind of reasoning on the subject of last
wills. After a deal of circumlocution about the natural right, he
decides that the lCf,>islator ought to grant to indivicluals the power
of mal-ing a will. ·why ? lJeca 1t1te the lieir anrl tlie deceased m·e
one and t!te same person, and consequently tl1e heir ought to continue
to e11Joy tlie property of tl1e deceased. ( Code Frc<l. part ii. 1. 110,
p. 156.) Ho offers, it is true, some arguments which im·olve, to
n small extent, the principle of utility ; but that is in tho preface.
The serious reason, tho judicial reason, is the identity of the living
and the dead !
Tho English lawyers, to justify the confiscation of property in
certain cases, hani employed a style of reasoning not unlike that
of the chancellor of the great Frederic. They have imagined a
corruption of bloocl which arrests the course of legal succession.
A man has been capitally punished for the crime of high treason;
his innocent son is not only deprived of his father's goods, but he
cannot even inherit from his grandfather, because the channel
by which the goods ought to pass ha.s been corrupted.
This
fiction of a sort of political original sin serves as a foundation
t-0 all this point of law. But why stop there? If in fact the
father's blood is corrupted, why not destroy the vile offspring
of con·uption? Why not exeout.e the son at the same time with
the father?
Blackstone, in the seventh chapter of hiR fimt book, in speaking of the royal authority, has given himself up to all the
puerility of fiction. The king, he tells us, is every,vhere present ; he can do no wrong ; he is immortal.
These ridiculous p~adoxes, the fruits of servility, so far from
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furnishing just ideas of the prerogatives of royalty, only serve to
dazzle, to mislead, and to give to reality itself an air of fnble and
of prodigy. But these fictions a1·e not mere sparkles of imagination. He makes them the foundation of many reasonings.
He employs them to e)..l)lain certain royal prerogatives, which
might be justified by very good arguments, without perceiving
how mnPh t.hl) bf.'!<t. 1)11,111</l i ~ inj11red by attempting to prop it up
by falsehoods. Tlie jiulges, ho tells us, are mirrQrs, in wltic/1, tl1e
£mage Qj tlM king i's t·ejlectod. What puerility ! Is it not exposing to ridicule tho very objects wJ1iPh he 1lP1<igns t.o mnder tho
most respectable ?
But there are fictions more bold and more important, which
have played a great part in politics, and which have produced
celebrated works : these arc cQntracts.
The L1J1:iatlwn of Hobbes, a work now-a-days but little known,
and detested tlu·ough prejudice and at second-hand as a defence
of despotism, is au attempt to base all political society upon a
pretended contract between the people and the sovereign. The
people by this contract have renounced their natural liberty,
which produced nothing but eYil ; and have deposited all power
in the hands of the prince. All opposing wills have been united
in his, or rather annihilated by it. That which he wills is taken
to be the will of all his subjects. 'When David brought about the
destruction of Uriah, he acted in that matter with Uriah's con11cnt, for Uriiih lrnil Pon~P.ntP-11 to all that David might command.
1'he piince, according to this system, might sin against God, but
he could not sin against man, because all his actions proceeded
from the general consent. It was impossible to entertain the
idea of resisting him, because such an idea implied the contradiction of resisting one's self.
Locke, whose name is ni; dear to the friends of liberty as that
of Hobbes is odious, has also fixed the basis of government upon
a contract. He agrees that there is a contract between the prince
and the people ; but according to him the prince takes an engagement to govern according to the laws, and for the public good ;
while the people, on their side, take an engagement of obedience
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so long as the prince remains faithful to the conditions in virtue
of which he receives the crown.
Rousseau rejects with indignation the idea of this bilateral
contract between the prince and the people. He has imagined a
Bocial contract, by which all are bound to all, and which is the
only legitimate basis of government. Society exists only by
virtue of this free convention of nsoocin.tcs.
These three systems- so directly opposed-agree, however, in
beginning the theory of politics ,vith a fiction, for these throe contracts arc equally fictitious. They exist only in the imagination of
their authors. Not only we find no trace of them in history, but
everywhere we discover proofs to the contrary.
The contract of 1Iobbcs is a manifest falsehood. Despotism
has everywhere been the result of violence and of false religious
ideas. If a people can bo found w-hich by a public act has surrendered up the supreme autho1·ity to its chief, it is not true that,
in so doing, that people submitt.ecl itself to all the caprict'S, however strange or cruel, of its sovereign·. The singular act of the
Danish people in 1660 includes essential clauses which limit the
supreme power.
The social contract of Rousseau has not been judged so scvorely,
because men are not difficult about the logic of a syskm which
establishes that which they best love-liberty and equality. But
where has this universal convention been formed? '\That are its
clauses ? I n what language is it written ? Why has it always
been unknown? Upon coming out of tho forests, upon renouncing
savage life, what tribe has possessed those great ideas of morals
and politics upon which this primitive ,convention is built?
The contract of Locke is more specious, because, in fact, there
are some monarchies in which the sovereign takes certain engagements upon his accession to the throne; and accepts certain conditions upon the part of the nation he is to govern.
However, even this contract is but a fiction. The essence of
a contract consists in the free consent of the parties interested.
It supposes that all the objects of the engagement are specified
and known. Now if the prince is free, at his accession, to accept
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or to refuse, are the people equally so ? Can a few v~"'lle acclamations be counted as an act of individual and universal assent?
Can this contract bind that multitude of indi'riduals who never
heard of it, who have never been called to sanction it, and who
could not have refused their consent without endangering their
fortunes a11d their lives?
Besides, in the greater part of monn.rchies, this pretended contract has not even the appearance of reality. "\Ye do not see
oven the shadow of an engagement between the prince and the
people.
It is not necessary to make the happiness of the human rnco
dependent on a fiction. It is not necessary to erect the social
pJ'l'amid upon a foundation of sand, or upon a clay which slips
from beneath it. Let us leave such trifling to children ; men
ought to speak the language of truth :ind reason.
The true poFtical tie is the immense interest which men have
in maint.-iining a government. "Without a government there can
be no security, no domestic enjoyments, no property, no industry.
It is in this fa.ct that we ought to seek tho basis and the reason
of all govemmcnts, whatever may be their origin and their form;
it is by comparing them with their object that we can reason
with solidity upon their rights and their obligations, without
having recourse to pretended contracts which can only serve to
produce interminable disputes.
7. Fanr,y 1·., not a Reason,.

Nothing is more common than to say, reason ilcci'ilcs, eternal
reason orders, &c. But what is this reason? If it is not a distinct view of good or evil, it is mere fancy; it is a despotism,
which announces nothing but the interior persuasion of him who
speaks. Let us see upon what foundation a distinguished jurist
has sought to establish the paternal authority. A man of ordinary
good sense would not see much difficulty in that question; but
your learned men find a mystery everywhere.
"The right of a father over his children," says Cocceiji, "is
founded _in reason ;-for, 1st, Children are b9rn .in . a house, of
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which the father is the master; 2nd, They arc born in a family
of which he is the chief; 3rd, They arc of his seed, and a part of
his body." These are the reasons from which he concludes,
among other things, that a man of forty ought not to man-y
without the consent of a father, who in the course of nature
must by that time be in his dotage. What there is common to
these three reasons is, that none of them has any relation to the
interests of the parties. Tho author consults neither the welfare
of father nor that of the children.
Tl,e i·igltt of a father is an improper phrase. The question is
not of an unlimited, nor of an indivisible right. There arc many
kinds of right.s which may be granted or refused to a father, each
for particular reasons.
The first reason which Cocceiji alleges is founded upon a fact
which is true only by accident. Let a traveller have children
who are born at a taYern, on board a vessel, or iu tho house of a
fiiencl, such a father would lack this first basis of paternal
authority. According to this reasoning, the children of a
domestic, and those of a soldier, ought not to be subj ect to their
fathers' commands, but to those of the person in whose house
they are born.
· If the second reason has any determinate sense, it is only a
repetition of the first. I s the child of a. man who lives in his
father's house, or in the house of an elder brother, or a patron,
born in a. family of which his father is the chief?
Tho third reason is as futifo ais iL ii! indecent. "The child is
born of the seed of his father, and is a part of his body." If
this is the foundation of the right, it ought to put the power of
the mother far above that of the father.
And here we mn.y remark an essential difference between false
principles and the true one. The principle of utility, applying
itself only to the interests of the parties, bonds to oiroumstanc,os,
and accommodates itself to every case. False principles, being
founded npon things which have nothing to do with individual
interests, would be inflexible if they were consistent. Such is
the character of this pretended right founded upon birth. The
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son naturally belongs to the father, because the matter of which
the son is formed once circulated in the father's veins. No
matter how unhappy he renders his son ;-it is impossible to
annihilate his right, because we cannot make his son cease to be
his son. The corn of which your body is made formerly grew in
my field ; how is it that you are not my slave?
8. .Antipathy and Sympatlq; are not Reasons.

Reasoning by anti1>athy is most common upon subjects connected with penal law; for we have antipathies against actions
reputed to be crimes; antipathies against individuals reputed to
be critninals; antipathies against the ministers of justice; antipathies against such and such punishments. '!'his false principle has reigned liko a tyrant throughout this vast province of
la,v, Beccaria first dared openly to attack it. His arms were of
celestial temper; but if he did much towards dest1·oying tho
usurper, he did very little towards the establishment of a new
and more equitable rule.
It is tho p1-inciplo of antipathy which leads us to speak of
offences as <leserr;i119 punishment. It is the corresponding principle of sympathy which leads us to speak of certain actions as
meriting reward. This word merit can only lead to passion and
to error. It is effects, good or bad, which we ought alone tocousider.
13ut when I say that antipathies aiul .~ympatliies are no reason,
I mean those of the legislat'o r; for the antipathies and sympathies of the people may be reasons, and very powerful ones.
However odd or pernicious a religion, a law, a custom may be, it
is of no consequence, so long as the people are attached to it.
The strength of their prejudice ii; the measure of the indulgence which should be granted to it. 'l'o take away an enjoyment or a hope, chimerical though it may be, is to do the same
injury us if we took away a real hope, a real enjoyment. In such
a case the pain of a single individual becomes, by sympathy, the
pain of all. Thence results a crowd of evils; antipathy against
a law which wounds the general prejudice; antipathy against
the whole code of that law is a part; antipathy against the.
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government which carries the laws into execution; a disposi•
tion not to aid in their execution; a disposition sccretly to oppose
it; a disposition to oppose it openly and by force; a disposition
to destroy a government which sets itself in opposition to the
popular will-all the evils produced by those offences1 which, in
a collective shape, form that sad compound called rebellion or
civil 1car-all the enls produced by the punishments which are
resorted t.o as a means of putting a stop to those offences. Such
is the succession of fatal consequences which are always ready to
arise from fancies and prejudices violently opposed. The legislator ought to yield to tho violence of a current which carries
away everything that obstructs it. But let us observe, that in
such a case, the fancies themselves arc not the reason that
determines the legislator ; his reason is the evils which threaten
to grow out of an opposition to those fancies.
But ought the legislator to be a slave to the fancies of those
whom he governs? No. Between an imprudent opposition and
a servile compliance there is a middle path, honourable and safe.
It is to combat these fancies with the only arms that can conquer
them-example and instruction. H e must enlighten the people,
he must address himself to the public reason; he must give
time for error to be unmasked. Sound reasons, clearly set forth,
are of necessity stronger than false ones. But the legislator
ought not to show himself too openly in these instructions, for
fear of compromitting himself with the public ignorance. Indi·
reet means will better answer his end.

It is to be observed, however, that too much deference for
prejudices is a more common fault than the contrary excess.
The best projects of laws are for ever stumbling against this
c.ommon objection,-" Prejudice is opposed to it; the people
will be offended I" But how is that known? How has public
opinion been consulted? Wbat is its organ? Have the whole
people but one uniform notion on the eubject? H ave all the
individuals of the community the same sentiments, including
perhaps nine out of ten, who never heard the subject spoken of?
Besides, if the people are in error, are they compelled always to
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remain so? Will not an influx of light dissipate the dill'kness
which produces error ? Can we expect the people to possess
sound lrnowlcdge, while it is yet unattained by their legislators,
by those who are regarded as the wise men of the land ? Have
there not been examples of other nations who have come out of
a similar ignorance, and where triumphs 11nve been achieved
over the same obstacles?
After all, popular prejudice serves oftener as a pretext than as
a motfre. It is a convenient cover for the weakness of statesmen. The ignorance of tho people is the favourite argument of
pusillanimity and of inclolcncc ; while the real motives urc prejudices from which the legislators themselves have not been able
-to get free. The name of the people is falsely used to justify
their leaders.

9. Begging tlte Question ?°snot a JleaJJon.
The petitio principii, or begging the question, is one of the
sophisms which is noted by Aristotle; but it is a Proteus which
conceals itself artfully, and is reproduced under a thousand
forms.
Begging the question, or rather assuming the question, consists in making use of the very proposition in dispute, as though
it were already proved.
This false procedure insinuates itself into morals and legislation, under the disguise of Bentimental or £1ripa-m'.onad terms;
that is, terms which, beside their principal sense, can·y with
them au accessory idea of praise or blame. .Neuter terms are
those which simply express the thing iu question, without any
attending presumption of good or !!vil ; without introducing any
foreih"ll idea of blame or approbation.
Now it is to be observed that an impassioned term envelops
a proposition not expressed, but understood, which always accompanies its employment, though in general unperceived by those
who employ it. This concealed proposition implies either blame
or praise; but the implication is always va.:,"1le nud undetermined.
Do I desire to connect an idea of. utility with a- term which
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commonly convoys an accessory idea of blame? I shall seem to
advance a. paradox, and to contradict myself. For example,
shonld I say that such a piece of l1tx11ry is a good thing? The
proposition astonishes those who arc accustomed to attach to this
word lu~ury a sentiment of disapprobation.
How shall I be able to examine this particular point without
aw"koning a dangerous association? I must have recourse to a.
neuter word; I must say, for example, .sue!, a .manner of spemli119
one's revenue is good. 'l'his turn of' eiqlfcssion runs counter to no
prejudice, and permits an impartial examination of the object in
question. When H elvetius advanced the idea that all actions
have ,·nterest for their motive, the public cried out against his
doctrine without ;topping to understand it. Why? Because ·
the word foterest has an odious sense; a common acceptation, in
which it seems to exclude every motive of pure attachment and
of benevolence.
How many rea8onings upon political subjects arc founded upon
nothing but impassioned terms! People suppose they arc gidog
a reason for a law, when they say that it is conformable to the
principles of monarchy or of democracy. But that means nothing.
If there are persons in whose minds these words arc associated
with an idea of approbation, there are others who attach contrary ideas to them. Lot those two part.ies begin to q_uarrcl, the
dispute will never come to an end, except throu;;h the weminess
of the combatants. For, before beginning a tme examination, we
must renounce these impassioned terms, au<l calculate the effects
of the proposed law in good and evil.
Blackstone admires in the British constitution the combination of the three forms of government; and he hence concludes
that it must possess the collected good qualities of monarchy,
aristocracy, and democracy. How happened it that he did not
pe1·ceive, that without changing his premises, a conclusion might
be dra,vn from them, diametrically opposite, yet equally just; to
wit; that the British constitution must unite all the particular
faults of democracy, aristocracy, and monarchy?
To the word independenc11, there are attached certain accessory
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ideas of dignity and virtue; to the word dependence, accessl)l'Y
ideas of inferiority and comq>tion. H ence it is that the panegyrists of the British constitution admire the imlependence of the
three powers of which the legislature is composed. This, in
their eyes, is the masterpiece of politics ; the happiest trait in
that whole scheme of government. On the other side, those who
w0111<1 <lP.tra<:t. from the m<'.rit.s of that constitution, are always insisting upon the actual dependence of one or the other of its branches.
Neither the praise nor the censure contain any reasons.
As to tho fact, the pretended independence docs not exist.
The king and the greater part of the lords have a direct inftuence
upon the election of the House of Commons. Tho ldng has the
power of dissolving that House at any moment; a power of no
little efficacy. Tho king exercises a direct influence by honourable and lucrative employments, which he gives or takes away
at pleasure. On the other side, the king is dependent upon the
two Houses, and particularly upon the Commons, since ho cannot
maintain himself without money and troops,- two principal and
essential matters which are wholly under the control of the representatives of the people. What pretence has the House of
Lords to be called independent, while the king can augment its
number at pleasure, and change the ,ote in his favour by the
creation of new lords ; exercising too, as he does, an additional
inftucnce on the 1:cmporal peers, by the prospect of advancement
in the ranks of the peerage ; and on the bishops, by the bait of
ecclesiastical promotion?
Instead of reasoning upon a del}eptive word, let us consider
effects. I t is the reciprocal dependence of these three powers
which produces their agreement; which subjects them to fixed
rules, which gives them a steady and systematic operation.
H ence tho necessity of mutual respect, attention, concession, and
moderation. If they were absolutely independent, there would
be continual shocks between them. It would often be necessary
to appeal to force; and the result would be a st.ate of anarchy.
I cannot refrain from giving two other examples of this error
of reasoning, founded upon the misuse of terms.

•
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If we attempt a theory upon the subject of natio1uil represmtation, in following out all that appears to be a natural consequence of that abstract idea, we come at last to the conclllsion
that tmi'versal sitf!rago ought to be established; and to the additional conclusion that the representatives ought to be re-chosen
as frequently as possible, in order that the national representation
may deserve to be esteemed such.
In deciding these same questions accorcling to the principle of
utility, it will not do to reason upon words; we must look only
at effects. In the election of a lcgislati'l'e assembly, the right
of suffrage should not be allowed except to those who arc esteemed
by the nation flt to exercise it; for a choice made by men who
do not possess the national confidence will weaken the confidence
of the nation in the assembly so chosen.
Men who would not be thougl1t flt to bo electors, are those
who cannot be presumed to possess political integrity, and a
sufficient degree of knowledge. Kow wo cannot presume upon
the political integrity of those whom want exposes to the temptation of selling themselves; nor of those who have no fixed
abode; nor of those who have been found guilty in the courts of
justice of certain offences forbidden by the law. W c cannot
presume a sufficient degree of knowledge in women, whom their
domestic condition withdraws from the conduct of public affairs;
in children and adults beneath a certain age; in those who arc
deprfrcd by their po,erty of the first clements of education,
&c. &c.
It is according to these principles, a.nd others like them, that
we ought to fix the conditions necessary for becoming an elector ;
and it is in like manner, upon the advantages and disadvantages
of frequent elections, without paying atly attention to arguments
drawn from abstract terms, that we ought to reason in establishing the duration of a legislative assembly.
The last example I shall give will be taken from contracts; I
mean those political fictions to ""hich this name has been applied
by their authors.
When L ocke and Rousseau reason upon this pretended contract;
G
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when they affirm that the social or political contract includes
s11eh and such a clause, can they prove it otherwise than by tho
general utility which is supposed to result from it? Grant that
this contract which has never been reduced to writing is, however, in full existence. On what depends all its force? I s it not
upon its utility? Why ought we to fulfil our engagements?
Ilecauso the faith of promises is the basis of society. It is for
the advantage of all that the llroroiscs of every indiridual should
be faithfully observed. There would no longer be any security
among men, no eommeree, no confidence ;- it would be ncccs-·
sary to go back to the woods, if engagements did not possess
an obligatory force. It is tho same with these political contracts. It is their utility which makes them binding. When
they become injurious, they lose their force. If a king had taken
au oath to render his subjects unhappy, would such an engagebe valid? If tho people were sworn to obey him at all events,
would they be bound to suffer themselves to be exterminated by
n. Nero or a Caligula, rather than violate their promise ? If there
resulted from the contract effects universally injurious, could
there be any sufficient reason for maintaining it? It cannot be
denied, then, that the validity of a contract is at bottom only a
question of utility-a little wrapped up, a little disguised, and,
in consequence, more susceptible of false interpretations.
10. An imagi'nary L aw i's not a Reason.
l{aforal law, natiwal rights, are two kinds of :fictions or metaphors, which play so great a part in books of legislation that
they deserve to be examined by themselves.
'l'he primitive sense of the word law, and the ordinary meaning of the word, is- the will or r,omma.nd of a legislator. The
law of nature is a figlll'ative expression, in which nature is represented as a being; and such and such a disposition is attributed
to her, which is figuratively called a law. In this sense, all the
general inclinations of men, all those which appear to exist indep,endently of human societies, and from which must proceed the
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establishment of political and ciril law, are called laws of nature.
This is the true sense of the phrase.
But this is not the way in which it is understood. Authors
have taken it in n direct sense; as if there had been a real code
of natural laws. They appeal to these laws; they cite them, and
they oppose them, clause by clause, to the enactments of legislators. '£hey do not soc that those nattmu laws aro laws of their
own invention; that they are all at odds among themseh·es as to
tho contents of this pretended code; that tbey affirm without
proof; that systems aro as numerous ns imthor,,; and thnt, in
reasoning in this manner, it is neccssm·y to be nlways beginning
anew, because e,ery one can advance what be pleases touching
laws which arc only imaginary, and so keep on disputing for
ever.
"\Vhat is natural to man is sentiments of pleasure Ol' pain,
,vhnt are called inclinations. But t~ call these sentiments and
these inclinations laws, is to introduce a false and dangerous idea.
It is to set language in opposition to itself; for it is necessary to
make laws precisely for tho purpose of restraining these inclinations. Instead of regarding them as laws, they must be submitted to laws. It is against the strongest natural inclinations
that it is necessary to have laws the most rcp1·cssive. If them
were a law of nature which directed all men towards their common
good, laws would be useless; it would bo employing a ci-ccpcr to
uphold an oak; it would be kindling a torch to add light to the
sun.
· Blackstone, in speaking of the obligation of parents to provide
for the support of their childrnn, says, " that it is a principle of
natural law, a duty imposed by nature itself; and by the proper
act of the pa.i-ents in bringing the children into the world.
Montesquieu," he adds, "observes with reason, that the natural
obligation of the father to support his children, is what has
caused the establishment of marriage, which points out the
person who ought to fulfil this obligation." (Book i. ch. 16.)
Parents ars inclinsd to support their children; parents ought
to support their children; these are two distinct propositions.
.
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The first does not suppose the second; the second docs not suppose the first. There are, without doubt, the strongest reasons
for imposing upon parents the obligation to bring up their
children. Why have not Blackstone and Montesquieu mentioned
those reasons? Why do they refer us to what they call the law
of nature? What is this law of nature, which needs to be
propped up by a secondary law from another legislator? If this
natural obligation exists, as Montesquieu says it does, far from
serving as the foundation of marriage, it proves its inutility,-at
least for the end which he assigns. One of the objects of marriage is, precisely to supply the insufficiency of natural affection.
It is designed to convert into obligation that inclination of
parents, which would not always be sufficiently strong to surmount the pains and embarrassments of education.
Men are very well disposed to provide for their own support.
It has not been necessary to make laws to oblige them to that.
If the disposition of parents to provide for the support of their
children had been constantly and universally as strong, legislators never would have thought of turning it into an obligation.
The exposure of infants, so common in ancient Greece, is still
practised in China, and to a greater extent. To abolish th.is
practice, would it not be necessary to allege other reasons besides
this pretended law of nature, which here is evidently at fault?
The word 1·ighta, the same as the word law, has two senses;
the ono a proper sense, the other a metaphorical seuse. lUgMa,
properly so called, are the orcntures of law properly so called;
real laws give birth to 1·col rights. .1.Yafaral r£gl,ts arc the creatures of natural law; they are a metaphor which derives its
origin from another metaphor.
What there is natural in man is means,-facultics. :But to
call these m<,Jans, these faculties, ttafaral 1·iglit8, is again to put
language in opposition to itself. For ri9lds are established to
insure the exercise of means and faculties. The right is the
guarantee; the faculty is the thing guaranteed. How can we
understand each other with a language which confounds under
the same term things so different? Where would be the nomen-
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clature of the arts, if we gave to the mecl1a11ic who makes an
article the same name as to the article itself?
Real rights are always spoken of in a legal sense ; natural
rights are often spoken of in a sense that may be called antilcgal. When it is said, for example, that law ca,nnot ai·ail against
natural 1'1fJlits, the word rights is employed in a sense above the
law; for, in this use of it, we acknowledge rights which attack
the law; which overturn it, which annul it. In this anti-legal
sense, the word right is the greatest enemy of reason, nnd the
most terrible destroyer of governments.
Thero is no reasoning with fanatics, armed with naforal riglits;
which each one understands as he pleases, and applies as he sees
fit; of which nothing can bo yielded, nor retrenched ; which are
inflexible, at the same time that they are unintelligible; which
arc consce.rated as dogmas, from which it is a crime to vary.
Instead of examining laws by their effects, instead of judging
them as good or as bad, they consider them in relation to these
pretended natural rights; that is to say, they substitute for the
reasoning of experience the chimeras of their own imaginations.
This is not a harmless error; it passes from speculation into
practice. " Those laws must be obeyed, which are accordant
with nature ; tho others are null in fact; ancl instead of obeying
them, they ought to be resisted. The moment natural rights are
attacked, every good citizen ought to rouse up in their defence.
Those rights, evident in themselves, do not need to be proved;
it is sufficient to declare them. How prove what is evident
already? To doubt implies a want of sense, or a fault of intellect," &c.
But not to be accused of gratuitously ascribing such seditious
maxims to these inspired politicians of nature, I shall cite a passage from Blackstone, directly to the point; and I choose Blackstone, because he is, of all writers, the one who has shown the
most profound respect for the authority of go,ernments. In
speaking of these pretended laws of nature, and of the laws of
revelation, he says: "Human laws must not be permitted to contradict these; if a hum.an law commands a thing forbidden by
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the nahu·al or di,inc law, we arc bound to transgress that human
law," &c. (1 Comm. p. 43.)
I :s not this arming c,crr fanatic against all go,crnmcnts? In
the immense vm-icty of ideas respecting natural and Di.inc law,
cannot some reason be found for resisting all lmman laws? I s
there a single stnto w·hich can maintain itself a clay, i f each indiYidual holds himself bound in couscimcc to resist the laws,
whrncYcr they arc not conformed to l1is particular ideas of natural
or Di vine lnw? \\'bat a cut-throat scene of it we should have
bct\Yccn all the interpreters of the code of natlll'c, and all the
interpreters of the law of God!
"The pursuit of hnppincss is a natural right." The pursuit
of happiness is certninly a natural inclination; but can it be declm·ed to be a right? That-depends ou the way in which it is
pursued. The assassin pursues his happiness, ox what he esteems
such, by committing an assnssillation. Hn.." ho a 1;ght to do so ?
If 11ot, why declare that he has? \\1wt tendency is there in
such a declarntion to render men more happy or more \\ise?
Turgot was a grent mnn ; but he had adopted the genernl
opinion without examiniJ1g it. Inalienable au<l natural 1;ghts
wore the despotism or the dogmntism which he wished to
exercise, without himself perceiving i t. If he saw no reason to
doubt a proposition; if he judged it evidently true; ho referred
it, without going forther, to natlll'al 1ight, to eternal justice.
H enr.eforward he made use of it as an article of faith, which he
was no longer permitted to cxmninc.
Utility havin~ been often badly applied, understood in a narrow sense, and having lent its name to cdmes, has .appeared.
contrary to eternal justice. It thus became degraded, and
acquired a mercenary reputation. It needs courage to restore it
to honour, and to re-establish reasoning npnn its true basis.
I propose a treaty of conciliation with tho partisans of natural
rights. If nature has made such or such a law, those who cite
it with so much confidence, those who have modestly taken upun
themselves to be its interpreters, must suppose that nature had
some reasons for her law. W 01ild it not be surer, shorter and
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more persuasive, to give us those reasons directly, instead of
urging upon us the will of this unknown legislator, as itself an
authority?
Hc1·e would be tho place to remark the false methods of
argument, which especially prcrnil in deliberative assemblies-personalities, imputations of bad motives, declamations, delays.
l3ut what bas been said abo'\"'e is enough to show what is reasoning, according to the principle of utility, and what is not.
.AU these false methods of 1·easouing can always bo reduced to
one or the other of the two false principles. This fundamental
distinction is very useful in getting rid of words, and rendering
ideas more clear. To refer such or such an argument to one or
another of the fal~e principles, is like tying weeds into bundles,
to be thrown into the fire.
I conclude with a general observation. The language of error
is al ways obscure and indefinite. An abunda11cc of words serves
to cover a paucity and a falsity of ideas. '.l'he oftener tenns are
changed, the easier it is to clclude the reader. · The language of
truth is uniform and simple. 'l'he samo ideas are always expressed by the same terms. E'\"'erything is refcned to pleasures
or to pains. Every expression is avoided which tends to disguise
or intercept the familiru· idea, thnt from sucli a1ul such act£01is
resul,t sucli and sztch pkasures and pain 8. Trust not to me, but to
experience, and especially your own. Of two opposite methods
of action, do you desire to know wliicli slumld ltavc the tJrejmmce?
Calcula.te tlwir efject~ fo guo(l and evil, and pt·efer that wliicli promises tl1e greater su,n of9oocl.

